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Ultralyd i bildeveiledet
ryggkirurgi
– muliggjørende teknologi og første steg

Kirurgiske navigasjonssystemer er i dag i utstrakt bruk innen mange
ulike kliniske omr̊ader. P̊a samme m̊ate som GPS-systemer i biler
hjelper førerne med å skjønne sammenhengen mellom kartet, bilens
posisjon og det de ser utenfor bilen, hjelper disse systemene kirurgene
ved å visualisere hvordan de medisinske bildene, som er deres kart,
forholder seg til de kirurgiske instrumentene og pasienten. For å f̊a til
dette bruker man ulike typer posisjoneringsteknologi som i sanntid og
med stor nøyaktighet kan følge med p̊a posisjonen til de ulike instru-
mentene mens operasjonen p̊ag̊ar.

Det er utviklet flere navigasjonssystemer for ryggkirurgi basert
p̊a røntgenavbilding, og disse har vist seg å være nyttige, særlig ved
plassering av skruer i ryggraden. Røntgen egner seg imidlertid d̊arlig
for avbilding av bløtvev, og disse systemene kan derfor ikke brukes
for en del andre vanlige inngrep, som for eksempel prolapskirurgi. I
dette arbeidet har m̊alet derfor vært å utvikle metoder og verktøy for
å kunne veilede slike inngrep basert p̊a ultralyd- og magnetresonansav-
bilding (MR).

Mange rygginngrep utføres i dag ved hjelp av mikroskop og bare
sm̊a snitt i huden, s̊akalt mikrokirurgi. Dette gjør det vanskelig å
komme til for avbilding med vanlige ultralydprober. Gruppen v̊ar har
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iv

derfor tidligere utviklet en ny probe spesielt utformet for slike inngrep.
I denne avhandlingen har vi utviklet og testet metoder b̊ade for å
kunne bruke denne proben med eksisterende posisjoneringsteknologi og
for å sette sammen bildene fra proben til tredimensjonale bildevolum
som egner seg for navigasjon. I tillegg har vi studert metoder for å
kunne tilpasse MR-bilder tatt før inngrepet til slike tredimensjonale
ultralydbilder slik at disse ogs̊a kan brukes til navigasjon. Disse siste
metodene er imidlertid foreløpig ikke robuste nok til å kunne brukes
p̊a pasienter.
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Abstract

Most people experience back pain at some point in their life. While
most of these conditions are treated nonoperatively, surgical treat-
ment has been shown to be both effective and cost effective compared
to nonoperative care for both intervertebral disc herniation and spinal
stenosis in selected patients. Surgical navigation systems enabling im-
age guidance based on preoperative or intraoperative computed to-
mography (CT) images have found some use in spine surgery. Here,
they are most frequently used for spinal fusion, and the benefits of
image guidance in such procedures, under given conditions, have been
documented in several studies. In spite of this, few spine surgeons use
navigation routinely.

High cost is one of the most important barriers to a more widespread
adoption of navigation systems in spine surgery. Extending the use of
navigation to more than just fusion procedures, and to soft tissue pro-
cedures such as disk herniations in particular, could help the surgeon
substantiate the cost of the equipment. A big step in this direction
would be to enable navigation based on other imaging modalities than
CT, such as magnetic resonance (MR) or ultrasound imaging. In this
work, the goal has therefore been to enable the use of ultrasound imag-
ing both for intraoperative imaging and for registration of preoperative
MR images to the patient.

Many spine procedures are today performed with a microsurgical
approach, and the small incisions used in these procedures prohibit
the use of standard probes. Our group has therefore, in a previous
project, developed a new probe specifically designed to enable ultra-
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sound imaging through such small incisions. The main part of the
work has been directed towards enabling tracking and navigation with
this probe. In addition, we have studied methods for registering MR
images to ultrasound images of the spine.

In Paper A, we looked at methods for reconstructing three-dimensional
image volumes from tracked two-dimensional ultrasound images. Both
different means of capturing the original ultrasound images and differ-
ent reconstruction algorithms were thoroughly compared. We found
that the differences were small, and while the various methods showed
different strengths and weaknesses, the overall result was that they
could not be separated.

In Paper B, we explored the feasibility of using electromagnetic
(EM) tracking in an operating room setting, both alone and in com-
bination with a robotic C-arm. We also compared the performance
of the standard EM field generator with a new prototype designed
specifically for use with fluoroscopic imaging equipment. We found
that while the accuracy decreased considerably with the C-arm inside
the operating field, the measurements were still stable. We thus con-
cluded that by implementing a suitable static correction scheme, the
tracking system and the C-arm could potentially be used together.

In Paper C, we presented a new method for ultrasound probe cali-
bration, which is the process of finding the spatial relationship between
the coordinate system of the tracking sensor that is integrated in the
ultrasound probe and the coordinate system of the ultrasound images
generated by the probe. In a research setting, such as ours, new probes
are tested regularly, and the method was therefore designed to be used
with a large variety of probes without any adaption. The method was
tested on three very different probes demonstrating both great versa-
tility and high accuracy.

In Paper D, we developed a method for registration of preopera-
tive MR images to the patient by means of intraoperative ultrasound
imaging using a tracked ultrasound probe. The method segmented the
posterior bone surface from both the ultrasound images and the MR
images and registered the two surfaces to each other using a modified
version of the Iterative Closest Point algorithm. For this paper, the
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method was only tested on one subject, but the accuracy of the regis-
tration on this subject was clinically relevant, and we concluded that
the method was promising.

In conclusion, we have developed and tested technology that en-
ables tracking of small, intraoperative ultrasound probes and allows
the generation of three-dimensional volumes suitable for navigation
from such images. We have also investigated the use of intraopera-
tive ultrasound imaging for registration of preoperative CT and MR
images to the spine. The latter is, however, a work in progress, as
the methods that we have tested have so far have not been sufficiently
robust for clinical use.
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Chapter 1

Background

1.1 Surgical navigation

Since the invention of X-ray imaging in 1896 [1], surgeons have used
medical images to plan their procedures. One of the big challenges
for an operator performing a medical intervention guided by image
data, is to relate what is seen in the images to the actual patient. The
problem is similar to trying to determine your position in a map by
looking at the surroundings and deciding on where to go based on the
information in the map. How hard this is depends both on the quality
of the map and on the characteristics of the surroundings: some places
have distinct landmarks that are easily identified both in the map and
in real life, while in other places, it is hard to tell one hill or house
from the next.

In digital maps, this is now solved using Global Positioning System
(GPS) tracking to show your position in the map. The automotive
navigation systems that are common in modern cars can also generate
a virtual view of the landscape ahead based on the information in the
maps, making it easier for the driver to compare this information to the
actual surroundings. An example of this is shown in Figures 1.1(a)–
(b).

Surgical navigation systems are very analogous to this. The med-
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2 Chapter 1. Background

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1.1: (a) Digital maps, such as this one from Google Inc. (https://
www.google.no/maps/@63.4177685,10.4051033,18.2z), can use GPS tracking
to indicate the users’ location within the map and show them where to go.
(b) They can also generate a virtual view of the surroundings to ease the
interpretation of the information in the map. (c) Surgical navigation systems
do the same using medical images and tracking systems. This example is from
the open-source navigation system Fraxinus (SINTEF, Trondheim, Norway).
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ical images are the maps, and instead of GPS they use various kinds
of tracking systems to measure the positions orientations of the sur-
gical instruments. These can then be visualised in the images, giving
the surgeon information about where the instruments are in relation
to anatomy that is not directly visible to the eye. During the plan-
ning of the procedure, the surgeon can also add information to the
system, such as where to make the incision, which trajectory to follow
to the target anatomy and where various organ boundaries are. This
information can then be visualised together with the images and the
instruments, and the visualisations can be adapted to each step of the
procedure in order to make the interpretation as intuitive as possible
for the surgeon. An example of this can be seen in Figure 1.1(c). There
are today many commercial navigation systems on the market ranging
from the very specialised ones to more general systems that can be used
in a wide range of clinical settings. The major navigation platforms
are today the Medtronic StealthStation (Medtronic, Dublin, Ireland),
the Brainlab Curve (Brainlab AG, Munich, Germany) and the Stryker
NAV3i (Stryker Corporation, Kalamazoo, MI, U.S.A), which all three
are adapted to a number of different medical procedures. They are
shown in Figure 1.2.

Tracking

The most common tracking technology for surgical navigation is opti-
cal tracking using infrared light. [2] Here, each of the tools that are
to be tracked is equipped with three or more light sources, which are
arranged in a certain geometrical pattern. The sources can either gen-
erate light themselves, or reflect light from an external light source.
Infrared light pulses are then emitted at a high frequency. For each
pulse, one or more infrared cameras record the distance and angle to
each of the sources, thus determining their position in space, and by
comparing these positions to the known geometrical patterns of the
various tools, the position and orientation of each tool is calculated.
In medical applications, the most common system of this kind is the
Polaris Spectra from Northern Digital Incorporated (NDI, Waterloo,
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1.2: The three major, commercial navigation platforms: (a) The
Medtronic StealthStation (Medtronic, Dublin, Ireland), (b) the Brainlab
Curve (Brainlab AG, Munich, Germany) and (c) the Stryker NAV3i (Stryker
Corporation, Kalamazoo, MI, U.S.A).
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ON, Canada), shown in Figure 1.3, which is incorporated in both the
StealthStation and the Brainlab system. Under good conditions, with
well calibrated tools and a no visual obstructions, these tracking sys-
tems can be very accurate, typically with an overall root mean square
(RMS) distance error below 0.3mm. [3] The biggest disadvantage
with such systems is that they require a clear line of sight between the
camera and the tool, which can often be challenging to achieve in a
crowded operating room. [2]

An alternative to the optical systems is the electromagnetic (EM)
tracking systems. These generate an EM field with a known geometry
and measure this field with small EM field sensors. [2] An example of
such a system can be seen in Figure 1.4. Based on these measurements,
the positions and orientations of the sensors within the field are calcu-
lated. The main advantage of the electromagnetic systems is that there
is no line-of-sight requirement, which is particularly useful in the case
of flexible instruments such as flexible endoscopes, catheters or guide
wires. The sensors can also be made very small, down to a few tenths
of millimetre in diameter, and they are therefore very easily integrated
in the various surgical tools. On the downside, the sensors must be
connected to the system, usually with cables, which can be a problem
in certain settings. Still, the most important challenge with the elec-
tromagnetic systems is that they are very susceptible to disturbances
from ferromagnetic interference sources in the surroundings. [4] It is
therefore very important to avoid large, ferromagnetic objects within
the magnetic field, which requires a very careful setup. Assuming that
this can be achieved, the accuracy of the electromagnetic systems is
only slightly worse than that of the optical ones, often with an overall
RMS distance error just below 1mm. [4, 5]

Registration

In order to visualise the tracked tools and the medical images together,
they must have a common frame of reference. To achieve this, the
spatial relationships between the coordinate systems of the tracking
system and of the various images must be found. The process of finding
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1.3: The optical tracking system Polaris Spectra from NDI (Waterloo,
ON, Canada). The tracking camera in (a) incorporates two infrared cameras
and a flash consisting of multiple infrared light-emitting diodes and the nav-
igation pointer in (b) has four reflective spheres that reflect the light emitted
by the flash. (c) shows a neurosurgeon using the pointer for navigation during
an operation.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.4: The EM tracking system Aurora (NDI, Waterloo, ON, Canada),
with the field generator to the left and a typical tracking sensor with six
degrees of freedom to the right.

these relationships is called registration, and this is very important for
the overall accuracy of the system. There are several ways of doing
this, and the various methods can generally be classified as landmark
based (also called feature or fiducial based), surface based or voxel
based (also called intensity based). [6]

In landmark-based methods, a number of visible landmarks are
identified in the different coordinate systems, creating pairs of corre-
sponding coordinates, and the spatial relationship is computed based
on these pairs. Such methods are typically used to register medical
images to the patient. The landmarks can either be natural anatomi-
cal features or artificial markers, so-called fiducials, that are attached
to the patient before imaging. These are often identified manually by
the surgeon, first by marking them in the images and then, when the
patient is fixed to the operating table, by pointing at them with a
tracked pointer.

In surface-based methods, the shape of an exposed surface is ex-
tracted from all of the various coordinate systems by sampling a large
number of points lying on the surface. The recorded shapes can then
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be fitted to each other. Here, there is no one-to-one correspondence
between the sampled points. Extracting such surfaces from medical
images is a task that usually can be automated, and on the patient the
surface can be sampled either by moving a tracked pointer across it or
by using a three-dimensional (3D) camera or other kinds of automatic
3D scanning devices.

Finally, to register different images to each other, voxel-based meth-
ods are common. These methods are based on some image similarity
metric, which quantifies how similar two images are. Assuming that
the two images are most similar when they are perfectly aligned with
each other, the spatial relationship can be found by investigating a
range of possible relationships and searching for the one that optimises
this similarity. The more different the images are, the more difficult it
is to design an appropriate metric, and images from the same image
modality will in general be easier to register to each other than images
from very different modalities.

Often, a registration method will assume that the images or objects
that are to be registered only differ in position and orientation and not
in shape or size, as they are just different representations of the same
object. This is referred to as rigid registration. However, since most
parts of the human body are not rigid and may have different shapes
at different times or in different poses, this assumption is often not
accurate. Also, the geometric accuracy varies between image modali-
ties and image sequences. In order to account for this, the registration
method can also try to adapt the shape of one of the images to fit the
other or to fit the patient on the operating table. This is often done by
allowing other affine transformations, such as scaling and shearing, in
addition to translation and rotation. However, since these are all linear
transformations, they can only model global differences between the
images or objects. In order to account also for local deformations, a
completely elastic or nonrigid registration can be performed, but to do
this deformation in a biomechanically correct manner is challenging.
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Visualisation

The medical images contain large amounts of information, but they
are often subtle and difficult to interpret. Also, visualising the three-
dimensional structures of the inside of the body in one two-dimensional
(2D) or 3D scene is not straight forward: the structures are all packed
together, some are hidden behind or inside others and some are big and
some are small. It is therefore not possible nor desirable to visualise all
the information in one view. However, there are, an endless amount
of visualisation techniques that can be used to present as much of
the relevant information as possible while attempting to make the
interpretation of the images as intuitive as possible. For example,
structures can be made transparent, or one can cut through them to
show what is on the inside; the point of view can be moved around;
information about the planned trajectory and critical structures to
avoid can be added; and very small and detailed images can be overlaid
on larger and coarser volumes showing the surrounding anatomy to
facilitate the interpretation. An example of a typical visualisation
used in navigated brain tumour surgery can be seen in Figure 1.5.

So far, navigation systems typically rely on ordinary 2D monitors
for display of the navigation data. [8] However, new display technol-
ogy can also aid in the visualisation and interpretation of the image
data. Stereo displays, such as 3D monitors or head-mounted displays,
have existed for a long time and can potentially aid the user with the
depth perception. So far, the quality and usability of these solutions
has hindered widespread adoption, but this may change. Augmented
reality displays, which are partly transparent and allow for the images
to be overlaid on what the user is actually seeing, is also an emerging
technology that could be useful in a navigation setting. An example
of this can be seen in Figure 1.6.

1.2 Surgical treatment of spine disorders

While surgical navigation has been widely used within many surgical
disciplines for decades, its use in spine surgery has been limited. In this
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Figure 1.5: Visualisation of medical images during navigated brain tumour
surgery using the open-source navigation system CustusX (SINTEF, Trond-
heim, Norway) [7]. The left-hand frame shows a 3D rendering of the blood
vessels imaged with both magnetic resonance (MR) and ultrasound together
with the tumour surface, which has been extracted from the MR images
preoperatively. A model of the tracked surgical pointer that the surgeon is
holding is also included in the scene. The rest of the frames show 2D slices
through the MR and ultrasound volumes (B-mode in the middle and power
doppler to the right) aligned with the tracked pointer. The shaft and tip of
the pointer are here indicated by the green line and the yellow dot respec-
tively.

thesis, the aim has been to investigate technology that could expand
this use.

Most people experience back pain at some point in their life. In-
ternationally, it has been found that the lifetime prevalence is between
49% and 84% [9–11], and a Norwegian study reported that 50% of all
adults have experienced low back pain during the last year. [9] Back
pain is also one of the most common reasons to visit primary care
providers [10, 11], in Norway accounting for 10% of all visits. [9] As
such conditions often affect the capacity for work, the societal costs
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Figure 1.6: Doctor at the Oslo University Hospital using the augmented
reality glasses HoloLens (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA) to examine a 3D
model of a heart. (Image courtesy of Teknisk Ukeblad, https://www.tu.no/.)

of back pain are also substantial, mainly due to lost productivity and
early retirement. In Norway, it is the nonlethal health issue that costs
the most, amounting to between 13 and 15 billion kroner per year. [9]

Less than 5% of Norwegian back patients are treated surgically.
[9] The most common indications for spine surgery in Norway today
are disc herniation (49.5%), central spinal stenosis (29.1%) and lateral
spinal stenosis (30.2%). [12] Here, it should be noted that each pa-
tient may have more than one diagnosis. Spinal surgery is performed
both by orthopedic surgeons and by neurosurgeons, and the division
of labour between these two groups varies greatly between hospitals.
The most common intervention is discectomies for the treatment of
disc herniations. [11] Surgical treatment obviously has a higher risk
than nonoperative care, with the most common complications being
dural tear, and postoperative wound infection. [11] Still, surgery has
been shown to be both effective and cost effective compared to nonop-
erative care for both intervertebral disc herniation and spinal stenosis
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in selected patients. [13]

1.3 Imaging of the spine

Imaging plays a crucial role in both diagnosis and surgical treatment of
spine disorders. The two most important modalities for spine imaging
today are computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance (MR)
imaging. However, ultrasound imaging has more recently also found
its use, particularly for intraoperative imaging.

Radiography and CT

2D projectional radiography, as seen in Figure 1.7(a), has traditionally
been a useful tool for imaging of the spine. While it can be used for
diagnosing both skeletal pain in the back and arthritic disorders [14],
it is today mainly used for the assessment of scoliosis and spondylolis-
thesis. By injecting a contrast medium in the cerebrospinal fluid after
lumbar puncture, radiography can also be used to evaluate lesions such
as spinal stenosis or nerve root impingement due to disc herniations.
[14] Now, this modality, called myelography, is mainly used when MR
imaging is not feasible.

While conventional radiography is still in use, CT offers superior
image quality with more anatomical and diagnostic information. [15]
Therefore, as CT scanners have become more generally available, it
has replaced conventional radiography for most diagnostic applica-
tions within spine imaging. A typical example of a 2D slice from a
3D CT volume can be seen in Figure 1.7(b). CT images bone very
well, particularly hard cortical bone. [14, 16] It is thus well suited
for evaluating spinal fractures, and is often used to identify traumatic
injury. It is also used to assess sacroiliac joint abnormalities and to
image spinal bone tumours. [16] The 3D nature of the CT images,
which enable both visualisation of arbitrary image planes and 3D ren-
derings, is also very useful for a number of applications, not least for
surgical navigation.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.7: (a) 2D projectional X-ray images of the spine and (b) a 2D slice
from a CT volume of the spine. (Images courtesy of (a) Associate Professor
Frank Gaillard and (b) Dr. Ian Bickle, https://radiopaedia.org/.)

In spine surgery, intraoperative real-time 2D imaging, referred to
as fluoroscopy, is widely used, and most image-guided spine interven-
tions are still performed with only fluoroscopic guidance. [17] Modern
fluoroscopic systems are usually configured as a C-arm, where the X-
ray source and the detector are mounted on each end of a C-shaped
arm. These can either be mobile or fixed to a rail system or a robotic
arm in the operating room as seen in Figure 1.8. Such systems are very
flexible and can produce live X-ray images at virtually any angle. In
addition to real-time imaging, some C-arms can also produce CT-like
3D volumes, which also can be used for surgical navigation.

MR

In spite of being both slower and more expensive than CT, MR imaging
has come to be the most important imaging tool for spine pathology.
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Figure 1.8: The C-arm Artis zeego from Siemens Healthineers (Erlangen,
Germany) during imaging of an accuracy phantom. The C-arm is integrated
with a floor-mounted robotic arm, which makes it very flexible, and can
produce CT-like 3D volumes in addition to ordinary real-time fluoroscopic
images.

[14] This is mainly due to its superior soft tissue imaging capabilities:
MR imaging can produce detailed images of the spinal cord, the dural
sac and the nerve roots within the neural foramina. [16] Extradural
structures, such as the intervertebral discs, can also be imaged well.
[14] An example of a 3D MR volume is shown in Figure 1.9.

The most common use of MR imaging is for the evaluation of lo-
cal pain or radicular symptoms. It is also used in the diagnosis of
degenerative disc desease, infection and tumours of the spinal cord,
nerve roots and the vertebral column. In trauma, MR imaging is used
to look for disc rupture, injury to ligaments or the spinal cord and
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Figure 1.9: 3D rendering of a MR volume of the lumbar spine.

intraspinal hematoma. [16] It is also better than CT in determining
the acuity of vertebral fractures. [14] Finally, MR imaging is used to
evaluate inflammatory disorders such as multiple sclerosis, sarcoidosis
and transverse myelitis. [16]

Due to its higher cost, large size and long acquisition times, MR
imaging is not well suited for intraoperative use. The strong magnetic
fields also pose challenges to the logistics in the operating room (OR).
Although there are several intraoperative MR imaging systems on the
market, in spine surgery, there is still disagreement as to their advan-
tages over other techniques, and their use is therefore still very limited.
[18]
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.10: (a) Axial ultrasound image of the spine showing a clear shadow
where the vertebral body is and a distinct reflection from the top of the
spinous process, and (b) a sagittal ultrasound image showing reflections from
the facet joints.

Ultrasound

Due to the large difference in acoustical impedance between soft tissue
and bone, ultrasound waves are unable to propagate properly across
the interface between the two. [19] Because of this, it is in general
not possible to image structures located inside or behind bone surface
with ultrasound. This makes it unsuitable for evaluating most muscu-
loskeletal conditions in the back. [14] It is, however, possible to image
the bone surface and many of the structures surrounding the spine,
and it can therefore be used for guiding various procedures. Examples
of such images can be seen in Figure 1.10. This is particularly useful
for percutaneous procedures, as the few natural anatomical landmarks
on the back otherwise usually are identified through manual palpation,
and this can in some cases be difficult.

The area where ultrasound guidance for spinal procedures has
achieved the most widespread adoption in clinical practice is anaes-
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thesia. Here, ultrasound can be used to guide both lumbar puncture,
epidural procedures, nerve root blocks and facet joint injections. [20,
21]. The advantages of such ultrasound guidance over the traditional
techniques guided by surface landmarks has not yet been established,
but results from recent research are promising. [20]

While percutaneous ultrasound imaging of the spine has many lim-
itations, intraoperative imaging of the spinal cord after removal of the
bone has a lot of potential. This was first investigated as early as 1982
[22]. While its clinical adoption so far has been variable, advances
in ultrasound technology has increased its utility as the scanners are
becoming both cheaper and smaller and thus easier to integrate in
the clinic. The most important development, however, is of course the
improved imaging quality of modern ultrasound scanners, and intraop-
erative ultrasound has now been shown to accurately image a variety
of different spinal lesions, as well as surrounding neural and vascular
structures. [23–28] An example of this can be seen in Figure 1.11.

1.4 Navigation in spine surgery

Navigation systems for image-guided spine surgery have been avail-
able since the late 1990s, and today, all of the three major navigation
platforms StealthStation, Brainlab and Stryker NAV3i have modules
for spine surgery. [29–31] These systems are based on traditional opti-
cal tracking of the instruments in combination with preoperative CT
images or intraoperative 3D images. While all three systems offer inte-
gration with various third-party C-arm systems capable of 3D imaging,
both Medtronic and, more recently, Brainlab now have their own mo-
bile, intraoperative CT systems; Medtronic’s O-arm was introduced as
early as 2006 and is a traditional cone beam CT system, while Brain-
lab’s Airo, which was launched in 2014, is a full 32-detector-row CT
system. [29, 32] The latter can be seen in Figure 1.12.

In spine surgery, navigation systems are still most frequently used
in fusion procedures. The benefits of image guidance in such proce-
dures, under given conditions, have been documented in several stud-
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Figure 1.11: Ultrasound image of a spinal tumour as presented by Selbekk
et al. [24].

ies, of which Moses et al. [18] give a good overview. These include im-
proved pedicle screw placement accuracy, reduced radiation exposure
and reduced risk of injury to neurovascular structures. In addition,
the use of navigation systems may shorten the learning curve for less
experienced surgeons compared to conventional landmark-based screw
placement. However, while these improvements all may be beneficial,
no study has so far demonstrated improved overall patient outcomes.
[18, 33]

In 2013, Härtl et al. [33] performed a worldwide survey among
spine surgeons on their use of navigation systems. They found that
even though there is a lack of scientific evidence supporting its use,
80% of surgeons held positive opinions about image-guidance for spine
surgery. The factors that were most commonly perceived as benefits
among the respondents were increased accuracy, increased safety and
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Figure 1.12: The 32-detector-row intraoperative CT system Airo from Brain-
lab (Munich, Germany). [32]

reduced radiation. In spite of this, only 9% of the surgeons used
navigation routinely for fusion procedures, and 66% never used it.
Neurosurgeons reported to used navigation slightly more often than
orthopaedic surgeons. Finally, they found that the main reasons that
navigation systems are not more widely adopted are high costs, in-
creased OR time and lack of equipment and training. [33]

1.5 Emerging technologies

High cost is one of the most important barriers to a more widespread
adoption of navigation systems in spine surgery. [33] Extending the
use of navigation to more than just fusion procedures, and to soft
tissue procedures such as disk herniations in particular, could help
the surgeon substantiate the cost of the equipment. A big step in
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this direction would be to enable navigation based on other imaging
modalities than CT, such as MR or ultrasound. [34] Navigation has
been used for spinal tumour surgery, but mainly for resection of pri-
mary bone tumours, which are readily visualised in the CT images
used in current navigation systems. [34] By substituting or enhancing
the CT with MR images, navigation could also be very useful for the
resection of complex soft tissue tumours. To date, only D’Andrea et
al. [35] have reported on the use of CT/MR coregistration for use in
navigated spine surgery. [34]

As mentioned, another option for imaging soft tissue tumours is
intraoperative ultrasound. Several groups have reported on the use of
ultrasound for guiding spinal tumour surgery, and its usefulness both
for the planning of the surgical approach, confirmation of the location
and extent of the tumour and resection control has been demonstrated.
[23–28] In some cases, intraoperative ultrasound even outperforms pre-
operative MR imaging in terms of image quality. [24]

Recent advances in ultrasound technology could make these tools
even more useful. In particular, silicon-based ultrasound arrays, such
as the capacitive micromachined ultrasound transducers (CMUT), have
a great potential as they can be made much smaller, cheaper and more
robust than traditional arrays based on piezoelectric materials; they
are thus perfect for intraoperative use. Due to the low production
costs they could potentially even be made disposable. They also have
a much higher bandwidth than other transducers, which means that
the same probe can use a larger range of frequencies, thus enabling
optimal image quality at all depths. [36]

Most of the current navigation systems for spine surgery use optical
tracking systems to track the position and orientation of the surgical
instruments and the patient. However, the interest in EM tracking
systems is slowly increasing. While this is old technology, its use in
surgical navigation is still quite limited. Both Medtronic and Brainlab
currently have navigation systems that incorporate EM tracking, but
these are so far only adapted to cranial surgery and mainly for guiding
the placement of ventricle drains. [37, 38]

The main advantages of EM tracking over optical tracking are much
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smaller position sensors that can be integrated in the surgical tools
much more easily, and no line-of-sight requirement. The latter is par-
ticularly crucial in the case of flexible, endoluminal instruments. Both
of these factors could also be a great advantage in spine surgery, as it
is very difficult to attach a big, optical position sensor to the back in
a sufficiently rigid manner and with a free line of sight to the tracking
camera before the spine itself has been exposed. A small, electromag-
netic sensor, on the other hand, could easily be attached directly to
the back before the patient is draped and cleaned for surgery, making
the logistics much better. [18]

More novel technologies include the use of 3D cameras for regis-
tration as in the new 7D Surgical System (7D Surgical, Toronto, ON,
Canada), which was launched in January 2017. [39] Their navigation
system is very similar to others on the market, but the technology
they have implemented potentially simplifies and improves the regis-
tration step, which is crucial to achieve high accuracy throughout the
procedure.

In July 2017, Philips released their new concept with high-resolution
optical cameras integrated with their AlluraClarity interventional X-
ray system. The cameras are used to create a 3D optical image of the
patient that is registered to the 3D X-ray image. Live video images
from the cameras can then subsequently be fused with X-ray images
and used to guide the instruments during the following procedure with-
out the need for external tracking systems. [40, 41]
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Aims of study

A major limitation of navigated spine surgery today is its reliance on
X-rays, in the form of C-arms or mobile CT systems, for intraoperative
imaging. As mentioned, CT is excellent for imaging bone, and thus
suitable for orthopaedic surgery. In most other applications, however,
MR is the modality of choice for spine imaging. [14] One way of
bringing the MR images into the OR is obviously intraoperative MR
imaging. Another option, which is both faster and much less costly,
is to use intraoperative CT to register preoperative MR images to the
patient, as suggested by D’Andrea et al. [35]. However, our proposal,
and the ultimate goal for this work, has been to get rid of the CT
altogether and use ultrasound imaging both for intraoperative imaging
and for registration of the preoperative MR images to the patient.

In order to realise this goal, we have set out to study both methods
for creating 3D volumes from 2D ultrasound images, the accuracy of
EM tracking in an OR setting, ultrasound probe calibration methods
and, finally, methods for registering MR images to ultrasound images
of the spine. All of these topics of study are described in more detail
in the following sections.

23
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Figure 2.1: The custom-made L13-7 ultrasound probe for intraoperative
spine imaging. The probe has a long, thin shaft, a small footprint of only
13mm× 1.5mm and a centre frequency of 10.3MHz.

2.1 Intraoperative imaging

Previous efforts at intraoperative imaging of the spine using navigated
ultrasound have made use of ordinary linear or phased array ultrasound
probes with optical tracking. [23, 24, 26, 42] However, many spine pro-
cedures are today performed with a microsurgical approach, and the
small incisions used in these procedures prohibit the use of standard
probes. Our group has therefore, in a previous project, developed a
new probe specifically designed to enable ultrasound imaging through
such small incisions. The probe, which can be seen in Figure 2.1, has a
long, thin shaft, a small footprint of only 13mm × 1.5mm and a cen-
tre frequency of 10.3MHz. In order to use this probe for navigation
purposes, it had to be integrated with our navigation system CustusX
(SINTEF, Trondheim, Norway). [7] This posed several challenges.

First of all, in order to use the tracked 2D ultrasound images for
navigation, it is often useful to reconstruct them into a 3D volume. The
high resolution and the small image sector of the new ultrasound probe
poses high demands on both the quality of the images, the accuracy of
the tracking and the reconstruction algorithm. In most commercial ul-
trasound scanners, the raw ultrasound images are not readily available,
and navigation systems therefore used to rely on digitised analogue
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video for image transfer. However, the new probe interfaces with the
ultrasound scanners form Ultrasonix Medical Corporation (Richmond,
Canada), which were among the first to offer a research interface with
access to all of the raw data. We therefore started by comparing both
different 3D ultrasound reconstruction algorithms and the difference
between reconstructions based on analogue video and digital raw data.

Secondly, the imaging array of the probe is situated on the side of
the shaft. In order to image different parts of the anatomy and poten-
tially create a 3D volume, the probe thus has to be rotated around the
longitudinal axis of the shaft. This, in combination with the small size
of the probe, makes it unsuitable for optical tracking. An EM track-
ing sensor was therefore integrated in the probe. EM tracking is, as
mentioned, vulnerable to disturbances from ferromagnetic interference
sources in the surroundings, and the small size and high resolution of
the ultrasound image posed high demands on the tracking accuracy.
One aim was therefore to study the accuracy of the tracking system
in the OR setting.

A final challenge was what is referred to as probe calibration. This
is the process of finding the spatial relationship between the coordinate
system of the tracking sensor that is integrated in the ultrasound probe
and the coordinate system of the ultrasound images generated by the
probe. To achieve this, one typically employs some kind of imaging
phantom, which is an object that can be easily imaged by ultrasound
and whose position can be accurately determined in both coordinate
systems. It quickly turned out that the existing phantoms could not
easily be imaged by the new probe, due both to the placement of the
imaging array and to the small size of the image sector. We therefore
decided to develop a more versatile calibration method.

2.2 Registration of preoperative images to
the patient

The problem with registration of preoperative images to the patient
in spine surgery is that there are no easily available natural landmarks
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on the back. Often, this is solved by starting the procedure without
navigation. Then, after the spine has been exposed, a reference is
attached to one of the spinous processes and the registration is carried
out using landmarks on the surface of the exposed vertebrae.

Another approach is to use intraoperative imaging for registration.
The spatial relationship between the imaging equipment, such as the
CT scanner or the ultrasound probe, and the images it produces is usu-
ally fixed. By attaching a tracking sensor to the equipment, the spatial
relationship between the coordinate system of the tracking system and
the image can also be found, e.g. through a calibration procedure such
as the probe calibration mentioned in the previous section. Thus, by
registering the preoperative images to the intraoperative ones, they
are automatically also registered to the patient. This was what was
proposed by D’Andrea et al. [35], who used images from an intraoper-
ative CT scanner to register preoperative MR images to the patient.
We aimed to do the same using ultrasound instead of CT.
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Equipment and
infrastructure

The navigation system used in this work is the open-source system
CustusX, which is a research platform focusing on intraoperative nav-
igation and ultrasound imaging. Being a research platform, it is very
flexible, incorporating several different reconstruction, registration and
visualisation methods, a customisable user interface and support for a
wide variety of ultrasound scanners. However, as the system has been
developed in close collaboration with clinicians over many years, it also
has a usability which makes it well-suited for clinical research. An ex-
ample of the CustusX main window can be seen in Figure 1.5, and
a more thorough description of the system can be found in Askeland
et al. [7].

CustusX supports both the optical tracking system Polaris Spectra
and the EM tracking system Aurora, both from NDI. These are among
the most commonly used tracking systems for medical applications,
and together they provide both high accuracy and great flexibility. In
one of our studies, we used a new prototype field generator made by
NDI for the Aurora system in addition to the standard field generator
seen in Figure 1.4. The new field generator, which can be seen in Fig-
ure 3.1, had a torus shape allowing X-ray images to be taken through

27
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Figure 3.1: The torus-shaped prototype field generator from NDI (Waterloo,
ON, Canada) for the Aurora EM tracking system.

the centre opening. This made it suitable for use in combination with
fluoroscopic imaging in an OR setting.

The navigation system also interfaces with the collaborative robot
arm UR5 from Universal Robots (Odense, Denmark). This is a small,
lightweight robot arm with six joints, a working radius of 850mm and
a lifting capability of 5 kg. The robot can be seen in Figure 3.2(a).

For ultrasound acquisition, we mainly used the ultrasound scanner
SonixRP and its successor, the SonixMDP (Ultrasonix Medical Corpo-
ration, now part of Analogic Corporation, Peabody, MA, USA). These
scanners were among the first clinically approved ultrasound scanners
with a research interface, which grants the users access to and control
over all of the internal settings and raw data that are used to produce
the ultrasound images. For surgical navigation, the main advantage of
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: (a) The collaborative robot arm UR5 (Universal Robots, Odense,
Denmark) and (b) the SonixMDP ultrasound scanner (Ultrasonix Medical
Corporation, now part of Analogic Corporation, Peabody, MA)

this is the possibility to stream the digital raw images from the scanner
with or without the postprocessing steps usually applied by ultrasound
scanners. It also enables the navigation system to adjust automatically
to changes in settings made on the scanner. The SonixMDP can be
seen in Figure 3.2(b).

In addition to the Sonix scanners, we did in some cases use a Vivid
E9 scanner from GE (Boston, MA, USA). This has a wider selection of
probes and generally better image quality than the other two. Through
an agreement with the manufacturer, we have gained access to a data
interface on this scanner as well, and while this interface is very limited,
it gives us the ability to stream raw image data and extract certain
key parameters from the system.

For intraoperative imaging, we tested a customised spine probe
designed by our group and manufactured by Vermon (Tours, France).
The probe has been produced in two versions: one for the Vivid 7
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scanner (GE, Boston, MA, USA) and one for the SonixMDP scanner.
The latter, which can be seen in Figure 2.1, also has an EM tracking
sensor for the Aurora tracking system (NDI, Waterloo, ON, Canada)
integrated int the handle. The probe has a thin shaft, which is 12 cm
long and 4mm in diameter. The transducer array, which consists of
64 elements, measures only 1.5mm× 13mm and is situated on the
side of the shaft. The centre frequency of the transducer is 10.3MHz,
and it has an axial and lateral resolution of 0.19mm and 0.22mm
respectively. While originally designed for spine surgery, the probe
has also been tested in transsphenoidal surgery of pituitary tumours.
[43, 44]

The accuracy testing of the EM tracking system and the clinical
testing of the spine probe were both performed in the facilities of the
Operating Room of the Future at St. Olavs hospital (Trondheim, Nor-
way). [45] This is a research infrastructure comprising several ORs in
various operating clinics throughout the hospital. These are equipped
with state-of-the-art equipment, such as imaging equipment, naviga-
tion systems and display technology. The research activity in the Op-
erating Room of the Future is also supported by a number of research
coordinators and scientific advisors.
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Summary of papers

4.1 Paper A: 3D ultrasound reconstruction
algorithms from analog and digital data

Algorithms for the reconstruction of 3D image volumes from tracked
2D ultrasound images are still an important part of ultrasound-based
navigation systems. The 2D images used to be acquired as analogue
video, but with the appearance of new scanners with open research
interfaces, it was suddenly possible to acquire digital data directly from
the scanner. In this paper, we aimed at analysing how this affected
the quality of the reconstructed 3D volumes. We also presented a
new reconstruction method based on acoustical considerations, and
compared this to an existing method.

The experiments were performed using the SonixRP ultrasound
scanner with the L14-5/38 linear probe. The comparison of volumes
from the various image sources and reconstruction algorithms was
based on a number of different criteria: both the algorithms ability
to correctly recreate removed data, the reconstructed volumes ability
to display existing structures and the correctness of the reconstructed
volumes geometry were measured.

The results showed that image volumes reconstructed from digi-
tal data were, overall, slightly better than volumes reconstructed from
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analogue video. However, the differences were so small that we con-
cluded that for many applications they would be negligible. The per-
formance of the reconstruction algorithms was also very similar, and
while there were differences between them in some of the tests indi-
cating that they have different strengths and weaknesses, the overall
result was that they could not be separated.

This paper was published in Ultrasonics, vol. 51, no. 4, pp. 405–
419, 2011.

4.2 Paper B: Accuracy of electromagnetic
tracking with a prototype field generator
in an interventional OR setting

In this study, we wanted to explore the feasibility of using EM tracking
in an OR setting, both alone and in combination with a robotic C-
arm. More specifically, we wanted to find out how far away from
the tracking volume large equipment, such as a C-arm, had to be
in order to achieve an accuracy sufficient for navigation. We also
compared the performance of the standard Aurora field generator with
a new prototype designed specifically for use with fluoroscopic imaging
equipment.

The experiments were carried out in one of the ORs of the Oper-
ating Room of the Future, which is equipped with the robotic C-arm
Artis zeego (Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim, Germany). For the ac-
curacy evaluation, we followed a protocol developed and presented by
another group. [5, 46] The motivation for using this standardised pro-
tocol was to enable easy comparison with other studies. In line with
Yaniv et al. [5], we also measured the robustness of the system, which
was defined as its resilience to distortions due to tools and equipment
in its surroundings.

We found that, as long as the C-arm was kept outside of the operat-
ing field, the tracking system performed similarly to the specifications
presented by the manufacturer, and also to what had been reported
by other groups. In this setting, the difference between the two field
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generators was also very small. When the C-arm was moved into the
operating field, the accuracy decreased considerably, with the standard
field generator being more affected than the prototype field generator.
However, the measurements were still stable as long as the C-arm did
not move, and they were also not affected by fluoroscopic imaging. We
thus concluded that the system was robust for a given configuration
of the C-arm, and that by implementing a suitable static correction
scheme, the tracking system and the C-arm could potentially be used
together.

This paper was published in Medical Physics, vol. 39, no. 1, pp.
399–406, 2012.

4.3 Paper C: Versatile robotic probe
calibration for position tracking in
ultrasound imaging

Probe calibration has been extensively studied, also by our group. [47,
48] One of the major challenges within this topic, is how to accurately
determine the position of an imaged object within the ultrasound im-
ages. Although a wide range of imaging phantom designs have been
proposed, the quality of the images that are obtained vary greatly with
both operator, ultrasound probe and scanner settings, and this affects
the accuracy of the subsequent image segmentation. This was also the
problem we experienced when we tried to calibrate the new, small ul-
trasound probe that we had developed. The calibration method that
we were using at the time, which was developed by Chen et al. [49],
uses a phantom consisting of multiple thin wires that should be im-
aged, and it was very hard both to position the probe so that all the
wires were visible, and to hold the probe still once the image was sat-
isfactory. In this study, we therefore aimed at developing a calibration
method that was sufficiently versatile to be used with any kind of probe
with very little user interaction.

In order to achieve this, we employed a simple plastic sphere as an
imaging target and mounted it on a small robot arm. The symmetry
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of the sphere made it easy to image regardless of the orientation of
the ultrasound probe, and the very accurate movements of the robot
facilitated both the initial positioning of the sphere and the movement
of the sphere through various parts of the image plane in a controlled
manner. To evaluate the method, we applied it to three very different
ultrasound probes and tested it on a separate imaging phantom, which
was specially developed for accuracy measurements.

The calibration method was easily applied to all of the ultrasound
probes that we tested it on, and the accuracy of the calibrations was
similar or better to that reported by other groups. While being some-
what less automatic than some other methods, we concluded that it
versatility made it well suited for a research setting, such as ours,
where new and specialised probes are tested on a regular basis.

This paper was publised in Physics in Medicine and Biology, vol.
60, no. 9, pp. 3499–3513, 2015.

4.4 Paper D: Registration of MR to
percutaneous ultrasound of the spine for
image-guided surgery

In this paper, we presented a method for registration of preoperative
MR images to the patient by means of intraoperative ultrasound imag-
ing using a tracked ultrasound probe. The main motivation for this
approach was to enable the registration to be performed before the
surgery starts and without the use of X-ray imaging.

To enable a proper representation of the vertebral column in the
MR images, we first developed a customised MR imaging protocol.
The method then segmented the posterior bone surface from both the
ultrasound images and the MR images. While the ultrasound segmen-
tation was done automatically, the MR segmentation was only semi
automatic. Finally, the two surfaces were registered to each other us-
ing a modified version of the Iterative Closest Point algorithm, which is
a surface-based, rigid registration method. For this paper, the method
was only tested on one subject, but the accuracy of the registration on
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this subject was clinically relevant, and we concluded that the method
was promising.

This paper was published in J. Yao, T. Klinder and S. Li (eds.)
2014, Computational Methods and Clinical Applications for Spine Imag-
ing, Springer, pp. 209–218.





Chapter 5

Discussion and future work

This PhD project was established in conjunction with the project Ver-
tebral Intraoperative Repair by Targeted Ultrasound imaging (VIR-
TUS), which was led by the company SonoWand AS (Trondheim, Nor-
way) and partly funded by the Research Council of Norway. When
we started our work towards using 3D ultrasound for guiding spine
surgery, there were many technical challenges that needed a solution.
Some of them were clear from the start, while others appeared as we
went along. This took a lot of focus in the first part of the project.
Unfortunately, due to financial problems, SonoWand was forced to
close its operations halfway through the project period. The VIRTUS
project was thus terminated before it reached its conclusion, which
meant that we were not able to realise a complete system ready for
clinical testing the way we had planned. As a consequence, the main
emphasis of this thesis shifted somewhat away from clinical spine appli-
cation and towards enabling technologies such as tracking, reconstruc-
tion and registration, which are common for many ultrasound-guided
procedures. In this section, both the work presented in the included
publications and some work that has not been published will be dis-
cussed.

37
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5.1 Intraoperative ultrasound imaging

A lot of effort was invested in optimising tracking, calibration and
reconstruction methods for the new spine probe in order to generate
high-quality 3D image volumes for navigation. However, this was not
tested on any spine patients in this project. The main reason for
this was that the initial tests of the probe, which were conducted
before the tracking was in place on a few patients with lumbar disk
herniations, were not satisfactory. In some patients, the 2D images
provided a good view of the dural sac, the spinal nerves and the hernia
pressing on these. An example of this can be seen in Figure 5.1.
However, due to the right angle between the ultrasound probe shaft
and the image sector, it was very difficult to image structures located
deeper than the bottom of the narrow working channel. This includes
the greater portion of the intervertebral disc and nerve roots exiting
from the spinal canal. In many cases, depending on the position of
the herniation, this prohibited a good representation of the relevant
anatomy. Also, some of the cases where intraoperative imaging would
potentially be most helpful are reoperations, where scar tissue makes
it difficult to navigate visually. Unfortunately, the image quality of
the new probe was not deemed sufficiently high for these cases.

While the probe was never used for 3D imaging of the spine, it was
tested in transsphenoidal surgery of pituitary tumours, as reported by
Selbekk et al. [43] and Solheim et al. [44]. In this application, the
images’ quality was sufficient, with a resolution superior to that of
clinical MR imaging. Important structures, such as the optic nerves,
the opthalmic arteries and the cerebral arteries were well visualised,
although also here, the right angle of the image sector was a limitation.
Later, we were also able to produce some 3D volumes that were of
good quality, as can be seen in Figure 5.2. However, the EM tracking
proved unreliable in this clinical setting; we regularly experienced large
disturbances, often with complete loss of tracking. While we were
able to eliminate all major metal objects from the tracking volume
during navigation, e.g. by replacing the metal head rest with one
made from PEEK plastic, the nasal speculum that was used was still
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Figure 5.1: Ultrasound image of a lumbar disc herniation. It shows the spinal
nerves of the cauda equina (bright spots) floating in the cerebrospinal fluid
(black area in the centre) contained by the dural sac. The sketch on the right
indicates the approximate position of the ultrasound image sector.

made from steel, and we suspect that this may have been the source
of the disturbances.

In order to address the shortcomings of the spine probe presented
here, we have, in cooperation with SonoWand AS, made a new proto-
type ultrasound probe seen in Figure 5.3. The most important change
is that it has a curved array, which allows for imaging to the side and
forward at the same time. The trade-off is that the tip of the probe is
quite a lot bigger than that of the original probe, which means that it
does not fit in the narrowest working channels. The probe has already
been tested in pituitary surgery with good results, and we hope to be
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Figure 5.2: Scene from the navigation system CustusX (SINTEF, Trondheim,
Norway) [7] during transsphenoidal surgery of a pituitary tumour. The left-
hand frame shows a 3D rendering of two reconstructed ultrasound volumes,
one based on ordinary B-mode images (grey scale) and one based on power
Doppler images, which highlight the blood flow (red and yellow). The yellow
lines in the scene indicate the position of the tip of the navigated pointer.
The right-hand frames show orthogonal 2D slices through the volumes. The
ultraosound images were recorded with the spine probe shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 5.3: Prototype ultrasound probe for pituitary and spine surgery with
a curved array, which allows for imaging to the side and forward at the same
time.

able to test it in spine surgery as well.

5.2 Reconstruction

There are a number of different approaches to reconstruction of 3D
image volumes from 2D ultrasound images, and good overviews can
be found in the papers by Solberg et al. [50] and Mozaffari et al.
[51]. Each approach has its strengths and weaknesses, and it has be-
come evident to us that a reconstruction method that is suited for one
application might not be suited for another.

In Paper A, we focused among other things on how the methods
handle areas where information is missing. However, when we tried to
image the bone surface of the spine, the biggest challenge was how to
handle areas with conflicting information where multiple ultrasound
images overlapped. The reason for this was that the angle between
the ultrasound beam and the imaged surface must be close to 90◦ in
order to get a good reflection from the bone surface. For the central
parts of the spine, this means that the ultrasound probe must be an-
gled towards the patient’s midline on both sides, resulting in a lot of
overlapping images. The bone surfaces also produce a lot of artefacts,
such as shadows and reverberations, in the ultrasound images. Some
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of these images may therefore contain only noise in areas where other
images contain actual information, and it is often impossible to dis-
tinguish the two by just comparing the small area where the images
overlap. In these cases, the most common solution is therefore to en-
hance or completely segment the bone surface in the 2D ultrasound
images before reconstruction. [52–55] This was also the approach that
we chose in Paper D.

In order to address the varying requirements of different applica-
tions, our group has more recently developed a new reconstruction
method. [56] This uses a more sophisticated and adjustable scheme
for determining the contribution from each pixel in the 2D ultrasound
images to each voxel in the reconstructed volume; by automatically
adjusting the weighting according to the variance of the input data,
the method tries to smooth out noise while at the same time retaining
detail in high-frequency regions. In cases with conflicting information,
it can add extra weight to input data with high signal or to input
data that is more recent, for example data from the last of two sweeps
with the probe. Which weighting gives the best result, depends highly
on the imaged anatomy, imaging technique and equipment, and the
parameters of the method must therefore be tuned to the specific ap-
plication. While we experienced that proper tuning of the parameters
improved the quality also of the spine images, it was not sufficient to
avoid preprocessing of the 2D ultrasound images.

5.3 Tracking accuracy

Optical tracking

Pose tracking is an important part of any surgical navigation system,
and it is a field that requires constant attention. Optical tracking
systems, in particular used with passive, reflective spheres, are much
used due to their simplicity and high accuracy under good conditions.
Their big weakness is, of course, that they require a free line of sight
between the camera and the tracked tool. In practice, both in the OR
and in the lab, this can be surprisingly difficult to achieve; when the
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tracked tools are combined with other equipment and move around,
it takes very little before one of the many reflective sphere disappears
out of sight. If it is completely out of sight, tracking typically stops,
and it may take considerable effort to reposition the camera so that
navigation can continue. While this can be frustrating, it does not
affect the tracking accuracy. However, if the sphere is only partially
occluded, it can severely affect the accuracy in a way that is difficult
to detect during operation.

This was something we experienced during our work with the new
probe calibration method presented in Paper C. In the initial lab setup,
we used a linear robot that was mounted above the water tank. The
distance between the aluminium posts supporting the robot was 50 cm,
which for the first tests provided a good field of view for the tracking
camera. However, as we tested different probes with different geome-
tries, it was often a lot of work to adjust the positions of the robot, the
calibration arm and the probe so that tracking was not obstructed by
the aluminium posts. Also, by making tiny adjustments until all tools
were just within sight of the tracking camera, the risk that some of
the tools were still partially occluded was quite high. As a result, we
several times experienced large errors in the calibration results that
we were unable to explain. After thorough investigation, it turned
out that it was caused by inaccurate tracking, which prompted us to
change the entire setup.

The line-of-sight requirement also has major implications for the
design of tracked tools. The reflective spheres must be mounted so that
the tool can be used in a intuitive way without the user’s hands or other
objects in the surroundings coming in the way. This often means that
the distance from the spheres to the tip of the tool must be relatively
long, resulting in a reduced tracking accuracy at the tip and ergonomic
challenges for the surgeon. Also, while increasing the distance between
the spheres increases the accuracy, it also increases the area that must
be kept clear to avoid occlusion, and it may hamper direct visualisation
in the surgical field, for example when using surgical microscopy in
small surgical corridors. This is an import trade-off.

In surgical navigation, the Polaris system from NDI has com-
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pletely dominated the market for many years. Recently, the company
Metronor AS (Oslo, Norway) also launched an optical tracking system
for medical applications. [57] This system employs a single, small cam-
era instead of two cameras, like most of its competitors, and it uses
wireless tools with infrared light-emitting diodes instead of reflecting
spheres as light sources. This way the line-of-sight issues are reduced
to a minimum, and accuracy is increased significantly. Also, due to the
small size of the diodes, partial occlusion is not an issue. We are cur-
rently working to integrate the Metronor system with our navigation
system CustusX in order to test its capabilities.

EM tracking

For EM tracking, disturbances from metal objects in the surroundings
is the main challenge. In Paper B, we studied the accuracy in one of the
ORs of the Operating Room of the Future. Here, our group has since
applied EM-based navigation to numerous procedures, mainly within
interventional radiology and bronchoscopy, without problems. Before
initiating the experiments with 3D imaging in pituitary surgery, we
did similar investigations in the neurosurgical suite of the Operating
Room of the Future. Here, the setup included a different operating
table and a different C-arm in addition to a surgical microscope, but
the results were still very similar to those presented in the paper.

Based on previous experience, we assumed that smaller metal equip-
ment, such as the surgical tools, would not interfere significantly with
the tracking system and could thus be omitted in the accuracy analy-
sis. This seems to be correct in many cases, but our experience from
pituitary surgery, and also initial tests of the setup for spine surgery,
indicate that it does not always hold true. In particular, we have seen
that the retractors or specula used in microsurgery to hold the working
channel open pose a problem. While these are small instruments, the
other instruments have to pass through them. A tracking sensor inte-
grated in an instrument may thus end up being completely surrounded
by metal, which would introduce severe disturbances. This could be
solved by integrating the sensor in a part of the instrument that does
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not enter the working channel, such as the end of the handle. However,
increasing the distance from the sensor to the tip of the instrument
in this way has a negative effect on the tracking accuracy. An alter-
native is to replace the retractor or speculum with a radiolucent or
MR-compatible version, which is not ferromagnetic. If this would be
sufficient to eliminate the disturbances remains to be seen.

5.4 Probe calibration

The probe calibration method that we presented in Paper C, was de-
signed to be easily applied to any ultrasound probe. Since it was
finished, we have used it on a number of probes, including both linear
array, curved array and phased array probes with both optical and
EM tracking, without any need for modifications and with good re-
sults. It has, in other words, worked as intended. The method has also
been adopted by a cooperating group at TU Delft and the Academic
Medical Center in the Netherlands.

One drawback with this method today is that the position of the
imaging target is measured with the same optical tracking system that
we use for navigation. The accuracy of this measurement is thus of the
same order as the tracking of the instruments during navigation, and
in practice it therefore adds to the total error of the calibration. An
easy way to improve the accuracy of the method would therefore be
to manufacture the calibration arm with higher accuracy than that of
the tracking system. In particular, this could be facilitated by the in-
creasing availability and accuracy of 3D printers, and this is something
we are currently looking into.

In the paper, we mention that the method has a great potential
for further automation. However, in our experience, the steps that are
most time consuming are really the setup of the ultrasound probe, the
ultrasound scanner and the navigation system. There are not many
minutes to be saved on the rest of the process. Also, for any automatic
step there is risk that it fails when applied to a new probe, which would
make the method less versatile. This is thus not something that we
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have prioritised.

5.5 Registration

While we believe intraoperative ultrasound imaging holds a great po-
tential in spine surgery, it can not replace X-ray or MR imaging com-
pletely. The main reason for this is its inability to image through bone.
In order to replace intraoperative X-ray imaging, the registration of
preoperative CT or MR images to the patient is therefore crucial. As
mentioned, the lack of natural landmarks on the back makes registra-
tion challenging, and the obvious solution is to register the images to
the intraoperative images rather than directly to the patient.

In Paper D, we presented a feature-based registration method for
registration of MR images to ultrasound images of the spine. The
feature that we used was the bone surface of the spine, and this was
segmented from both modalities before registration. The biggest chal-
lenge was the segmentation of the ultrasound images. Here, we based
our method on work by Jain et al. [58] and Foroughi et al. [59], who
defined certain characteristics of bone reflections in ultrasound images
and used this to calculate the probability that a given pixel is part of
a bone surface. By doing this for each pixel in the image, we created
a bone probability map, and we then extracted the bone surface from
this map using backwards scan line tracing as described by Yan et al.
[60]. While the initial attempts were successful, as reported in the
paper, we were not able to find a single set of parameters that would
work well for all cases. Also, it was very hard to acquire images of the
same high quality from all subjects.

Due to these difficulties, we decided to seek another approach. This
time, we wanted to make the ultrasound segmentation more robust by
including known information about the general geometry of the spine.
We therefore adopted a method developed and implemented by the
group of professor Purang Abolmaesumi at the Robotics and Control
Laboratory (RCL) at the University of British Columbia (Vancouver,
Canada). The method made use of a statistical shape model of the
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lumbar spine created from 32 CT images, which had been manually
segmented. [61] This was automatically fitted to the ultrasound vol-
ume with a technique based on a Gaussian mixture model. [62] An
example of this can be seen in Figure 5.4.

In spite of a close collaboration with the group at the RCL, who
generously provided us with their own implementation of the method
and gave us a careful introduction to its use, we were not able to make
it work consistently. Even when the ultrasound volumes seemed to be
of good quality and in accordance with the instructions, the registra-
tion would regularly fail, at least for a couple of vertebrae. However, as
in our previous registration efforts, the main challenge was to produce
ultrasound volumes of consistent quality between subjects. In some
cases, such as the one shown in Figure 5.4, the bone surfaces would be
clearly visible with bright reflections and well-defined shadows, result-
ing in a good registration. In other cases, these features were much
less pronounced in spite of the fact that all of the subjects were below
50 years of age and normal weight. While it was mostly feasible to
produce single ultrasound images of good quality, it was often very
challenging to move the probe so that this quality was maintained
throughout the acquisition.

We can not be certain, but we now believe that the image quality
was the main reason we were not able to reproduce the results of the
RCL group. This is corroborated by the fact that most of their ultra-
sound volumes were acquired by a sonographer with vast experience
in spine imaging, while we acquired our data ourselves. Ultrasound
imaging is notoriously user dependent, and while we as technologists
have extensive knowledge of, and also a certain amount of experience
with, how to perform ultrasound examinations, we suspect that this
application requires more thorough training. For our use, in a regis-
tration method for spine surgery, this is a problem: as the registration
step is subsidiary to the surgery itself, it should be easy both to learn
and to use. A registration method that requires extensive training
and is highly user dependent is not likely to be widely accepted and
adopted in the clinic.

A recent trend that can assist in making ultrasound segmentation,
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.4: A statistical shape model registered to a 3D ultrasound volume of
the lumbar back using the method developed and implemented by Rasoulian
et al. [63]. The first three figures show (a) axial, (b) coronal and (c) sagittal
slices through the ultrasound volume and the registered model, while the last
(d) shows a 3D rendering of the volume and the model.
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and thus ultrasound registration, less dependent on image quality and
user skills is machine learning. Rather than defining the characteris-
tics of bone reflections explicitly, as most of the previous methods do,
the machine learning methods can learn the characteristics on their
own based on training data consisting of correctly segmented example
images. Given that the set of training data is both large enough and,
just as important, representative for the kind of images that typical
users will produce, such methods tend to be much more robust than
methods based on explicitly defined criteria. Our group has previously
applied a machine learning technique called deep convolutional neural
networks to the segmentation of blood vessels from ultrasound images
with good results [64]. More recently, both this method and another
machine learning technique called random forests have been used to
segment bone surfaces from ultrasound images, showing great poten-
tial. [55, 65, 66] We hope to be able to test this in the near future and
apply it to the spine surgery application.

Another possibility for improving the detection of bone surfaces
using ultrasound is to optimise the imaging method itself. This was
also studied as a part of the VIRTUS project, and based on this work,
Rodriguez-Molares et al. [67] proposed a method for imaging specu-
lar reflectors using an ordinary ultrasound transducer. The method
is based on the mirror formula for spherical reflectors, and the results
so far suggest that it is capable of reconstructing a specular reflector
of arbitrary shape in a robust manner. Recently, the same group has
presented a beamforming technique tailored to the physics of specu-
lar reflection. [68] The main challenge with both of these methods is
that the specular reflector needs to be angled towards some part of
the ultrasound transducer so that some of the acoustic energy can be
recorded. The small size of ordinary ultrasound transducers, particu-
larly in the elevation direction, thus greatly limits the shapes that can
be recorded. A possible solution to this could be to specialised probes
with large 2D transducers. [68]





Chapter 6

Conclusion

Surgical navigation can in many cases reduce the invasiveness and risk
and improve the outcome of medical interventions. In spine surgery,
this potential has only been realised to a very limited degree, and two
thirds of the surgeons never use it. The main reasons for this are high
costs, increased OR time and lack of equipment and training. There
is thus a need for solutions that are both cheaper and easier to use.
They should also be applicable to a wider range of procedure, which
would both help substantiate the cost of the equipment and make the
personnel more proficient at its use.

Ultrasound imaging could provide such a solution. Ultrasound
scanners are both inexpensive and compact, a development which
could be further accelerated with the introduction of CMUT-based
probes. It also has the advantage over X-ray imaging that it does
not produce any harmful radiation. While the compact equipment
may provide a more streamlined workflow, both the acquisition and
the interpretation of ultrasound images requires training, and naviga-
tion and image processing methods that can assist in this, is therefore
important to make the technology accessible.

For intraoperative ultrasound imaging, we have developed and
tested technology that enables tracking of small, intraoperative ul-
trasound probes and allows the generation of 3D volumes suitable for
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navigation from such images. The main challenge here is to design a
probe that both can reach the target area through a narrow working
channel and, at the same time, produces images of a quality that en-
ables imaging of the anatomy in question under varying conditions.
We have come close to this with our first spine probe, and hope that
the second generation may perform even better. A CMUT probe could
provide a great improvement, both when it comes to design and image
quality.

We have also investigated the use of intraoperative ultrasound
imaging for registration of preoperative CT and MR images to the
spine. The methods that we have tested, were not sufficiently robust
for clinical use. However, several advances in the field of ultrasound
segmentation and interpretation have been reported more recently,
particularly based on machine learning techniques, and we therefore
believe that a fully automatic registration method suitable for the
clinic could be realisable in the near future.
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Abstract

Freehand 3D ultrasound is increasingly being introduced in the clinic
for diagnostics and image-assisted interventions. Various algorithms
exist for combining 2D images of regular ultrasound probes to 3D
volumes, being either voxel-, pixel- or function-based. Previously, the
most commonly used input to 3D ultrasound reconstruction has been
digitized analog video. However, recent scanners that offer access to
digital image frames exist, either as processed or unprocessed data. To
our knowledge, no comparison has been performed to determine which
data source gives the best reconstruction quality. In the present study
we compared both reconstruction algorithms and data sources using
novel comparison methods for detecting potential differences in image
quality of the reconstructed volumes. The ultrasound scanner used in
this study was the Sonix RP from Ultrasonix Medical Corp (Richmond,
Canada), a scanner that allow third party access to unprocessed and
processed digital data. The ultrasound probe used was the L14-5/38
linear probe. The assessment is based on a number of image criteria:
detectability of wire targets, spatial resolution, detectability of small
barely visible structures, subjective tissue image quality, and volume
geometry. In addition we have also performed the more “traditional”
comparison of reconstructed volumes by removing a percentage of the
input data. By using these evaluation methods and data from the
specific scanner, the results showed that the processed video performed
better than the digital scan-line data, digital video being better than
analog video. Furthermore, the results showed that the choice of video
source was more important than the choice of tested reconstruction
algorithms.

A.1 Introduction

The use of 2D ultrasound for a variety of clinical applications is be-
coming more common. Compared to other imaging modalities like
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed tomography (CT),
ultrasound has the advantages of being cheaper, smaller and more flex-
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ible, it has no radiation and it is easier to introduce during surgery.
3D freehand ultrasound offers even more flexibility, and combined with
position tracking it is found useful in minimally invasive image-guided
surgery (IGS). [1]

The most commonly used input to freehand 3D reconstructions is
digitized analog video, either first stored on a video tape and digitalized
with an analog video frame grabber [2–4] or obtained instantly by
connecting the video frame grabber directly to the video output of
the ultrasound scanner [4–18]. Some researchers state that they use
digital data from the scanner. In most cases, such data is unavailable
to third party users, but exceptions exist like the Sonix RP scanner
(Ultrasonix Medical Corp., Richmond, Canada). Some groups also
gain access to the digital data by collaborating with the ultrasound
scanner manufacturers. [19–23]

Different algorithms for reconstructing 3D volumes from freehand
ultrasound exist. In summary, these are [24]:

• Voxel-Based Methods (VBM). Include the Voxel Nearest Neigh-
bor (VNN) where each voxel is assigned the nearest pixel [8] and
algorithms where each voxel is assigned a value based on several
of the nearest pixels [19, 21, 25–27]. In this group are also algo-
rithms that skip the creation of a voxel volume and reconstruct
a 2D slice or surface directly. [28, 29]

• Pixel-Based Methods (PBM). Range from algorithms like the
one-step Pixel Nearest Neighbor (PNN) where 2D input images
are inserted directly into a target volume [25] to two-step PNN
where a second step fills empty voxels afterwards [2, 3, 30–32] to
algorithms where input pixels are added with a 3D kernel [6, 17,
33, 34].

• Function-Based Methods (FBM). Algorithms where functions
are made based on the input pixels and the target volume is
created by evaluating these functions at regular intervals. [35,
36]
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For 3D probes [37, 38], the process is digital from acquisition to
reconstruction. The DICOM 2008 standard (DICOM 2008, Suppl. 43)
also has defined structures for 3D ultrasound volumes. 3D probes still
have the disadvantage of poorer resolution compared to 2D probes.
3D probes on the other hand have the advantage of allowing real-time
3D volumes, while 2D probes may only provide real-time 2D images.
In IGS, the positions of the data are also necessary in order to navi-
gate in the 3D volume, so a position sensor must be attached to the
ultrasound probe and the relation between the sensors and image data
must be defined (probe calibration). In the present study we have eval-
uated the differences between image volumes originating from different
ultrasound data sources and various 3D reconstruction algorithms us-
ing a broad range of both quantitative and qualitative comparisons
methods.

A.2 Materials and methods

Ultrasound data import

The ultrasound scanner used (Figure A.1, Sonix RP, Ultrasonix Med-
ical Corp., Richmond, Canada) has a research interface allowing real-
time access to digital data from the scanner. A 7.5MHz linear probe
(Figure A.1, L14-5/38, Prosonic, Gyeongbuk, South Korea) [39] op-
erating at 10MHz scanning frequency was used to acquire all images
analyzed in this study.

Three different video streams were imported simultaneously:

• Analog video, converted from PAL S-Video with a video-to-
FireWire converter (DFG/1394-1e, The Imaging Source, Ger-
many).

• Digital scan converted video, processed by the ultrasound scan-
ner for viewing on a screen.

• Unprocessed digital data delivered as 1D scan lines, only enve-
lope detected and log-compressed.
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The digital image sources were imported directly from the ultra-
sound scanner over a crossed LAN (Local Area Network) cable. The
three video streams were imported simultaneously in different threads
on a PC with four CPU kernels (Figure A.1, Intel Core 2 Quad Pro-
cessor Q6700 2.66GHz). Each time an image was received on the com-
puter, a time stamp was created and assigned to the image. A depth
setting of 4 cm was used on the scanner for all image acquisitions.
This resulted in a pixel size (width × depth) of 0.147mm× 0.147mm
for the analog video, 0.097mm× 0.097mm for the digital video, and
0.150mm× 0.077mm for the unprocessed “video”. The images from
the analog and digital video were cropped to only contain the ultra-
sound data. The difference in pixel sizes between the unprocessed
video and digital video is due to the ultrasound scanners internal pro-
cessing of the video. The pixel size difference between the digital and
analog video comes from lesser resolution in the video grabbing hard-
ware. All data sources supplied 8-bit pixels.

Position tracking and probe calibration

For freehand 3D ultrasound reconstruction, positions and orientations
of the 2D images are needed. Several methods for obtaining these
positions exist. [24, 40] In our study we used an optical positioning
system (Figure A.1, Polaris Spectra, Northern Digital Inc., Canada),
consisting of a tracking frame attached to the ultrasound probe and a
camera unit that were used for calculating the position and orientation
of this frame. The positions were obtained using the Image-Guided
Surgery Toolkit (IGSTK) [41–43]. As with the video streams, time
stamps for the positions were created and assigned by the software
at the time the positions were received. The positions were imported
with the same application importing the three video streams, but run
as a separate thread.

For the 2D ultrasound image to be correctly aligned with the out-
put from the positioning system, a calibration is necessary. We used
the spatial calibration method and phantom developed by Chen et al.
[18], with threads stretched between the sidewalls in two parallel, ‘N’-
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Figure A.1: System setup. Polaris Spectra optical positioning system, Sonix
RP ultrasound scanner, ultrasound probe with tracking frame, ultrasound
phantom with tracking reference frame, and PC for data import.

shaped configurations. A tracking frame was mounted on the phantom
and the positions of the threads relative to this frame were measured.
The corresponding structures were identified in the ultrasound images
using an automatic segmentation algorithm. The relationship between
the image plane and the positioning system was then found using a
least-squares minimization method. We also implemented a temporal
calibration based on the work by Treece et al. [44] except that we de-
tected a point instead of a line. This temporal calibration was used
to synchronize the imported positions with the images. The tempo-
ral calibration method matched the vertical movement of one of the
segmented points in the 2D images to the vertical movement of the
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ultrasound probe as reported by the positioning system. Using the
temporal calibration, 23.86ms was subtracted from the analog video
time-tags to match the time-tags of the positions, 2.56ms was added
to the digital video time-tags and 0.32ms to the time-tags of the un-
processed images. The total mean error from the spatial calibration
was 1.05mm, with a root mean square (RMS) value of 1.13mm and a
standard deviation of 0.42mm. These results were used in the recon-
structions and display of data in the following tests.

Reconstruction algorithms

Two pixel-based 3D reconstruction algorithms were compared in this
study. The first is called Pixel Nearest Neighbor [2, 3, 24, 30] and is a
relatively fast two-step method. The first step inserts each image pixel
in the input 2D images into the target 3D volume based on the position
and orientation of the images. The chosen implementation overwrites
any existing data in the 3D volume with the most current 2D image.
The second step is an interpolation step that traverses the voxels of
the target volume and attempt to fill empty voxels with the average
value of the nearby voxels. The interpolation first tries to interpolate a
voxel with the voxel values from the 3×3×3 grid around it. If all these
voxels are empty a 5×5×5 grid is used and after that a 7×7×7 grid,
and if there is still no voxel values within this range the voxel is left
empty. The second reconstruction algorithm uses a 3D kernel around
the input pixels. Several variations of the input kernel are described
[6, 17, 24, 33, 34, 45], and we used an ellipsoid truncated Gaussian-
weighted kernel around the input pixels [17, 24]. The size of the kernel
is usually set to fill holes in the volume, but we used a novel method
of approximately matching the theoretical ultrasound resolution in all
three dimensions. For the comparisons we used two slightly different
sizes of this kernel, resulting in three different reconstructed volumes:

• Pixel Nearest Neighbor.

• Small 3D ellipsoid kernel around input pixels.
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• Large 3D ellipsoid kernel around input pixels.

The reconstruction algorithms were set to create volumes that used
the full range of 8 bits to produce volumes that were similar in inten-
sity. The voxel size of all reconstructed volumes were set to 0.2mm as
a compromise between resolution and processing time, the voxel sizes
being larger than the input pixel sizes.

Determining kernels for the 3D kernel based reconstruction algorithm

As an approximation of the two-way pulse-echo response of the ultra-
sound imaging system we have decided to use a 3D Gaussian function.
This function is best known as the probability density function for a
normal distribution, and in 1D it is given by the formula

f(x | μ, σ) = 1

σ
√
2π

e−
(x−μ)2

2σ2 , (A.1)

where μ is the mean and σ is the standard deviation. In 3D this
becomes

f(x | μ,Σ) =
1

(
√
2π)3

√|Σ|e
−(x−μ)TΣ−1(x−μ)

2 , (A.2)

where μ = (μx, μy, μz) is the mean vector, and Σ is the covariance
matrix.

The actual pulse-echo response may be approximated as a prod-
uct of two sinc functions. The formula for a rectangular aperture in
the lateral and elevation direction (Figure A.2) may be derived from
Angelsen [46, p. 5.54]:

H(x, λ) = sinc

(
x

λtf#t

)
sinc

(
x

λrf#r

)
, (A.3)

where H is the two-way pulse-echo response, x is distance in either the
lateral or elevation direction (Figure A.2). λ = c/f is the wavelength,
f# = F/D is the f -number, c is the speed of sound, f is the ultrasound
center frequency, F is the focal position (depth for the calculation)
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Figure A.2: Illustration of the imaging sector of an ultrasound probe. The
lateral, axial and elevation direction are marked in addition to the fixed
elevation focus.

and D is the effective aperture size. The transmit (t) and receive (r)
directions may have different λ and f#. Acoustic absorption reduces
the pulse center frequency, resulting in a lower center frequency for
the received pulse compared to the transmitted pulse. For a Gaussian
pulse envelope the frequency is reduced by the following formula [47]:

fr(z) = ft − αB2z

4 ln 2
, (A.4)

where z is the propagation distance, α = (a ln 10)/20 is the average
constant of the absorption coefficient. A commonly used value for a is
0.5 dB/(cmMHz). B is the −6 dB bandwidth of the imaging pulse. In
the axial direction (see Figure A.2), the pulse-echo response is depen-
dent of the form of the transmitted pulse, but is often approximated
as a Gaussian function.

To calculate the theoretical size of the focus of an ultrasound probe
in the lateral or elevation direction the function (A.3) can be evaluated
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at −6 dB. However, for the Gaussian function we use the width of the
main lobe, equal the first zero in the narrower of the two sinc functions
in (A.3). The resulting value was used as the limit for a 99.7% confi-
dence level for a 1D Gaussian distribution (total pulse width obtained
from (A.4) corresponds to 6 standard deviations, so the standard de-
viation (σ) is estimated simply by dividing the width of the main lobe
by 6). The ultrasound scanner uses a Gaussian-like apodization on
the elements to dampen the side lobes of the transmitted pulse. This
apodization will also create a wider main lobe than indicated by the
formula (A.3), which are for a situation without apodization [46, pp.
5.56 – 5.58].

The ultrasound probe had a fixed elevation focus of 16mm (Ultra-
sonix Medical Corp., Richmond, Canada) and the ultrasound scanner
allows the operator to set several variable focus points in the axial
direction. Three focus points were used and at least one was set near
the fixed elevation focus. The probe size in the lateral direction is
38mm, but the effective aperture size varies according to depth (dy-
namic aperture). The aperture sizes for both transmit and receive were
calculated with parameters read from the scanner and code obtained
from Ultrasonix. According to information obtained from Ultrasonix
the fractional Bandwidth of the probe is minimum 70% of the cen-
ter frequency at −6 dB, the center frequency being 7.2MHz, resulting
in a bandwidth of 5.04MHz. The theoretical lateral and elevation
resolutions in focus for the used ultrasound probe are illustrated in
Figure A.3A by evaluating formula (A.3) at −6 dB, while the calcula-
tions of the total width of the main lobe are shown in Figure A.3B. The
imaging frequency used is 10MHz, and the speed of sound in tissue is
set to 1540m/s.

The size in the elevation direction (element height) is 4mm (Ultra-
sonix Medical Corp., Richmond, Canada). The theoretical resolution
in the axial direction equals half the pulse length [46, p. 1.22], i.e.

Δa =
cTp

2
=

c

2B
, (A.5)

where Tp is the pulse length in time. With a bandwidth of 5.04MHz
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Figure A.3: Plot of the theoretical lateral and elevation resolution in focus for
a few selected depths for the L14-5/38 probe operating at 10MHz. (A) The
resolutions shown as a 6 dB signal reduction, calculated from (A.3) and (A.4).
The corresponding axial resolution is 0.154mm for all depths, calculated from
(A.5). (B) The resolutions illustrated as the total width of the main lobe from
(A.3).

the best theoretical axial resolution is 0.153mm (A.5). However, as
we wanted to find a value to use for the limit of the 99.7% confidence
level of a 1D Gaussian function, the full pulse length should be used:
0.306mm.

The resolution values in all three dimensions were used to create
the covariance matrix Σ for the 3D Gaussian function (A.2) and thus
define the extent of the truncated kernel. For the small kernel we
used an imaging depth of 19mm to calculate the lateral resolution
(= 0.78mm), and for the large kernel we used a depth of 32mm (=
0.99mm). To speed up reconstruction computation time we reduced
the total kernel size by calculating the elevation resolutions at some-
what shallower depths. The elevation resolutions were calculated for
the depth of 18mm (= 1.39mm) for the small kernel and for the depth
of 24mm (= 1.85mm) for the large kernel.

In the 3D reconstruction, the 3D Gaussian function was oriented
according to the 2D ultrasound images, and discrete values of the
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function were used to match the target 3D voxel grid. For the axial
resolution we used a resolution of 0.171mm instead of 0.306mm, due to
initially calculating the axial resolution for 9MHz instead of 5MHz.
We truncated the 3D Gaussian kernel at 95% confidence level and
then increased the kernel size to include the same number of voxels on
both sides of the input pixel. Since the axial resolution was so high
this resulted in a kernel size of only one voxel in the axial direction.
However, the current implementation of the reconstruction requires a
larger kernel in this direction, so we increased the kernel size in the
axial direction to three voxels.

Data collection

All acquisitions were performed as freehand translation sweeps with
the three different data streams imported simultaneously. To minimize
errors from the position-to-image synchronization, and to make sure
that the reconstructions got enough data to fill holes, all sweeps were
performed with a slow, smooth motion. One scan thus resulted in
input data from three different data sources, all showing images from
the same structures. The digital video after scan conversion was the
same images as presented on the screen of the ultrasound scanner.
These images were processed by the scanner for viewing and all user-
controlled functions, such as the gain function on the scanner’s control
panel were applied by the scanner. The analog data is a video signal
output from the ultrasound scanner. The signal was converted from
digital to analog by the scanner, and again to a digital signal by the
video grabber.

Throughout this paper the images used for the 3D reconstructions
are called “input images” while images used directly in the comparisons
are called “original images”. In the comparisons the same images were
never used as both input and original images even if the images may be
similar and acquired in approximately the same positions. Both input
images and original images came from all three data sources, and while
input images were acquired as a stack of several images original images
were only acquired as single images.
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Tests for comparing reconstruction algorithms and data
sources

1. Compare the reconstruction algorithms’ ability to correctly recre-
ate removed data (test 1): To compare the quality difference
of different reconstructions based on the same input data the
method of removing a percentage of input data [31, 32, 35, 48,
49] was used. We scanned a section of the underside of the fore-
arm on two healthy volunteers with two translation scans along
the arm of one volunteer and two translation scans across the
arm of the other volunteer. The scans along the forearm gave
images that only changed slightly from one image to the next,
while the images from the scans across the forearm changed more
rapidly. Before reconstruction, 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%,
300%, 500% and 700% of the data of one of the input 2D ul-
trasound images was randomly removed. Random pixels were
removed from one slice for the percentages below 100%, and
whole slices were removed for the percentages 100% to 700%,
e.g.: for 300% three slices were removed. After reconstruction,
all pixel values of this input image were compared with the voxel
values from the corresponding positions in the reconstructed vol-
umes and the RMS value of the differences was calculated. The
orientation of the reconstructed volume was based on the ori-
entation of the input image from which the data was removed.
This procedure was performed on four different positions with-
out holes in each volume, and statistical analyses were used to
compare the performance of the reconstruction algorithms.

2. Compare the reconstructed volumes’ ability to display existing
structures (test 2): Measurements of the reconstructed volumes’
ability to retain the resolution in the 2D images and of the res-
olution they manage to obtain in the elevation direction were
performed. A comparison was performed by human observers on
how well tissue was visualized. The human observers were tech-
nical researchers with knowledge of ultrasound imaging ranging
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from medium to expert. The reconstructed volumes from one
scan resulted in a set of volumes with various combinations of
the three data sources and three reconstruction algorithms. Orig-
inal 2D ultrasound images from the ultrasound scanner were ac-
quired simultaneously as a selection of 2D anyplane slices from
the reconstructed volumes in the same position and orientation
(Figure A.4C and D). Statistical comparisons were performed be-
tween reconstruction algorithms/original 2D ultrasound images
and video sources. All volunteers were presented with the same
set of images on the same computer with brightness and contrast
levels unchanged.

a) Visual comparisons of structures placed increasingly closer
(test 2a): Measuring the volume resolutions was accom-
plished by scanning an ultrasound resolution phantom, with
six small structures (threads) that are placed with distances
of 1mm, 2mm, 3mm, 4mm and 5mm (Model 040, CIRS
Inc., VA, USA). The threads of the CIRS 040 phantom are
0.1mm in diameter and made of Nylon Monofilament. The
threads were scanned with three translation sweeps both
along (Figure A.4A) and across (Figure A.4B) the threads
to measure resolutions both in the lateral and elevation di-
rection (Figure A.2) of the ultrasound input planes. 2D im-
ages were obtained by collecting original ultrasound images
with position and orientation (Figure A.4C). This position
and orientation were used to create 2D anyplanes through
the reconstructed 3D volumes (Figure A.4D). These images
were presented in random order and evaluated by eight vol-
unteers that were given two questions to answer for each
image: “Count how many separate bright structures you
can see and rate how easy it is to identify those you can see
(1–5, where 1 is easy and 5 hard)”.

b) Comparisons based on image measurements of spatial res-
olution (test 2b): The images in test 2a of the CIRS 040
phantom also contained a separate thread, which was used
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for measurements of resolution: Both the original and a re-
sampled (downsampled) version of the original image were
used, and resolution were measured in positions correspond-
ing with the anyplanes through the 3D volumes. Axial
and lateral spatial resolutions were measured directly from
the 2D ultrasound images by plotting gray level profiles
through the center of the scanned wires [50]. The max-
imum pixel value was used as the center value for each
thread. Parabolic curves were matched to these plots and
evaluated at −6 dB and −20 dB. Only the values above
−6 dB were used for matching the parabolic curves both
in the original 2D images and in 2D anyplanes obtained
from the 3D volumes. Measurements in the elevation direc-
tion were possible to perform on anyplanes through the 3D
volumes scanned across the threads (Figure A.4B). Each
measurement was performed on the same wire at a depth
of approximately 27 mm in three different scans.

c) Visual comparisons of small, barely visible structures (test
2c): The CIRS 044 (Model 044, CIRS Inc., VA, USA), an
ultrasound phantom with small cylinders of varying size,
was used to compare the visibility of small structures af-
ter a reconstruction. Three ultrasound translation sweeps
were performed on the smallest cylinders on the CIRS 044
phantom, both lengthwise and crosswise. These small cylin-
ders have measurements of 1.5mm (diameter) and 2.4mm
(length) specified in the fabrication sheet. Original single
2D images were acquired showing as many cylinders as pos-
sible, all cylinders appearing as circles in the ultrasound im-
age. Anyplane images (Figure A.4D) through the 3D vol-
umes were created from the same position and orientation
as the collected original images (Figure A.4C). Eight people
were presented 2D images, in random order, showing small
objects and presented with two questions for each image:
“Count how many separate dark structures you can see,
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and rate how easy it is to identify those you can see (1–5,
where 1 is easy and 5 hard).” When presented with sev-
eral images of varying quality, the test person may “learn”
where the structures should be, and this may enable them
to identify more structures in a poor image that they would
do otherwise. To allow for this the test subjects were also
asked to rate (1–5) how easy it was to identify the structures
they could identify, and they were also shown an illustra-
tion of the corresponding section of phantom beforehand.
The 2D images were either an original 2D ultrasound image
showing the structures or a 2D anyplane obtained from a
3D volume. The anyplanes from the 3D volumes were ei-
ther approximately orthogonal or parallel to the 2D images
from which the 3D volume was created.

d) Visual comparisons of tissue data orthogonal to the scan-
ning direction (test 2d): A section of the underside of the
forearm of two healthy volunteers was scanned with free-
hand translation sweeps. One person was scanned with two
sweeps along the arm while the other was scanned with
two sweeps across the arm. Original single 2D images were
acquired approximately orthogonal to the 3D acquisition
sweeps for comparison (Figure A.4C) and corresponding
anyplane images through the 3D volumes were collected
(Figure A.4D). A group of eight people were presented with
different 2D images in random order, showing tissue data
from the same location. They were presented with sets of 3
or 4 images and asked the following question: “Sort the im-
ages according to quality and give each image a quality score
(1–5), where 1 is best and 5 is worst.” The images were
original 2D ultrasound images of the tissue or anyplanes
obtained from reconstructed 3D volumes approximately or-
thogonal to the input 2D images. The sets of 3 images
showed the 3 different input sources, being all original 2D
images or all anyplane images from a specific reconstruc-
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tion algorithm. The sets of 4 images showed an original
2D ultrasound image and anyplane images from different
reconstruction algorithms, all images being from the same
input source.

3. Compare the correctness of the reconstructed volume’s geometry
(test 3): A geometry comparison is a measurement on how well
a reconstruction manages to recreate a known phantom geom-
etry. Statistical comparisons based on both data sources and
reconstruction algorithms were performed.

The CIRS 044 have a set of cylinders with specified measure-
ments of 3mm (diameter) × 6mm (length). Three ultrasound
translation sweeps were performed on these structures in both
the lengthwise and crosswise direction. Original single 2D ultra-
sound images with 3D positions and orientations were acquired
for each data set both along and across the cylinder. Both height
and width of the structure in the image was measured, result-
ing in measurements of cylinder length in the lateral direction
and diameter height in the axial direction for the images along
the cylinder, and measurements of diameter width in the lat-
eral direction and diameter height in the axial direction. Three
measurements were performed in the original image and three
in an image processed with a levels function of an image pro-
cessing application. The levels function was used to spread out
the pixel intensities so that they fill the whole 8 bit range. The
reason for this was to try to emulate the processing in the image
reconstructions where a similar function was used for the whole
volume.

2D anyplane images were created through the reconstructed 3D
volumes at positions and orientations matching that of the orig-
inal 2D images. The same structure measurements were done on
these anyplane images and the differences were compared and
tested for variations in reconstruction algorithm and data source
quality. The anyplane images covered measurements in the ele-
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vation direction in addition to measurements in the lateral and
axial direction. The elevation measurements were received from
cylinder length in the scans along the cylinder and from the cylin-
der width measurements in the scans across. The same person
performed all analyses, repeating each measurement three times.
The cylinder measurements performed on the original ultrasound
images were used as the gold standard for the comparisons.

Statistical comparisons

All data were compared using statistical methods using the SPSS
Statistics software (SPSS 16 for Mac, SPSS Inc., IL, USA). All statis-
tical tests were performed with a 5% confidence level (α = 5%). To
check if all groups came from the same distribution, an overall test
was applied. In case of rejection, each group was tested against the
others.

Each group was tested for normal distribution using the Shapiro-
Wilk (SW) test to check for the possibility to use parametric statistics.
For unrelated samples, if normality was accepted for all groups the
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) test was used for the overall statistics
and the Bonferroni multiple-comparisons procedure was used for the
pairwise comparisons. If normality was rejected the non-parametric
Kruskal-Walis (KW) test was used for the overall statistics and the
Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon (MWW) test was used for the pairwise com-
parisons. For test 1 with related samples the Friedman test was used
for the overall statistic and the Wilcoxon Signed Rank (WSR) test was
used for the pairwise comparisons. All statements in the text regarding
differences (e.g.: performed better/poorer than, better/worse result,
harder to identify, more accurate detection) are based on statistically
significant results, even if this not mentioned explicitly every time.
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Figure A.4: Illustrations of ultrasound sectors. The 3D acquisition scan di-
rection is indicated, and the reconstruction volume is shown as a transparent
box. (A) A 3D scan along the threads of a resolution phantom. The threads
are seen as points in the ultrasound sector. (B) A 3D scan across the threads
of a resolution phantom. The threads are seen as lines in the ultrasound
sector. (C) Illustration of a single original ultrasound image acquired orthog-
onal to the input images in the 3D reconstruction. (D) Illustration of a 2D
anyplane through the 3D volume in the same position as the original image
in (C).
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A.3 Results

Compare the reconstruction algorithms abilities to
correctly recreate removed data (test 1)

The differences between the slice with the removed data and the data
values from the anyplanes in the same positions in the reconstructed
volumes were plotted as curves with RMS results for each removed
percentage. See Figure A.5 as one example showing the RMS values
from the different reconstructed volumes using the digital video as
input in the scans across the forearm. All RMS values for the different
removed percentages were combined for the statistical comparisons
(Table A.1). Table A.1 shows results from the scans taken either across
or along the forearm.

Statistically significant differences were found between the follow-
ing reconstruction algorithms: In the scans across the forearm, repre-
senting data with high degree of variation, the large kernel performed
poorer than the other two reconstruction algorithms for the digital
data, and for the unprocessed video the small kernel performed better
than the large. Also when combining the data from all three video
sources the small kernel performed better than the large. In the scans
along the forearm, representing data with little variation, the PNN
reconstruction gave a better result than the others for the analog and
digital video while it gave a worse result for the unprocessed data. For
the unprocessed data in the scan along the forearm the large kernel
reconstruction performed better than the small kernel that performed
better than the PNN reconstruction. The differences between the scan
across and along the forearm were visible as higher mean values in the
scans across the arm (Table A.1). When comparing values in Ta-
ble A.1 it was only possible to compare values from the same data
source because of the different characteristics of the data sources.
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Figure A.5: RMS values for the three different reconstruction algorithms for
the digital video acquired across the forearm. Mean and standard deviation
values are presented for each removed percentage. All RMS measurements for
the large kernel are larger than the other two, and the difference is statistically
significant.

Visual comparisons of structures placed increasingly
closer (test 2a)

The data from the comparisons can be illustrated as graphs showing
the number of threads and the difficulty to identify the threads (Fig-
ure A.6, Table A.2). The compared images came from scans both
along (Figure A.4A) and across (Figure A.4B) the threads (See also
Figure A.7A and B for examples of the images), the scans along the
threads representing a comparison in the lateral direction of the ul-
trasound images and the scans across the threads representing a com-
parison in the elevation direction as related to the ultrasound image
(Figure A.2).
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Table A.1: RMS values obtained by removing a percentage of data (0% to
700% removed) from selected input images. The scans across the forearm
represent data with large variations while the scans along the forearm repre-
sent data with little variation from one image to the next. The values in the
table between data sources are not comparable.

Analog Digital Unprocessed

Scan across arm (large variation between images)
PNN 8.38±2.42 9.12±2.45 16.93±3.43
Small kernel 7.57±1.46 9.59±1.98 16.10±2.96
Large kernel 7.50±1.37 10.77±2.01 17.12±3.19

Scan along arm (small variation between images)
PNN 5.04±1.01 6.83±1.31 14.07±0.99
Small kernel 5.68±0.96 7.41±1.52 13.21±1.40
Large kernel 5.83±1.04 7.49±1.52 12.86±1.17

The results showed no statistically significant differences between
the reconstruction algorithms, each with a median of 5 identified struc-
tures (Table A.2). The identification of only 5 structures means that
the structures with the distance of 1mm could not be separated. Com-
paring the results from the anyplanes through the reconstructed vol-
umes with the original 2D ultrasound images, the original images gave
statistically significantly better results with a median of 6 identified
structures (Table A.2), meaning that the structures with the small-
est distance of 1mm could be separated in the majority of the ob-
servations. The comparison of the data sources showed that for all
tests except the structure count from the scan along the threads, the
unprocessed data produced volumes where fewer structures could be
identified and they were harder to identify.
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Figure A.6: Identification of 6 structures placed increasingly closer. Results
from the scans along, across and both combined. Mean and standard de-
viation values are shown in the graphs. The six threads were identified by
eight volunteers. (A) Number of identified threads for the reconstruction al-
gorithms and original images. (B) The difficulty to identify the threads for
the reconstruction algorithms and original images. (C) Number of identi-
fied threads for the different data sources. (D) The difficulty to identify the
threads for the different data sources.
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Figure A.7: Example of thread size as a measurement of spatial resolution in
the axial and lateral direction. The images are based on an anyplane image
from a PNN reconstructed volume with analog video as input. (A) The
anyplane slice through the ultrasound volume with an illustration of where
(crosshairs) the intensity plots in the axial and lateral direction were collected.
The horizontal measurement give the elevation resolution when the anyplanes
come from the volumes scanned across the threads. The other structures in
this image were used in test 2a. (B) The original ultrasound image from the
analog video. Pixel values have been modified with the levels function of an
image processing application to provide an image with more contrast in the
paper. (C) A dB plot of the intensity values in the axial direction from (A)
with a fitted parabolic curve. (D) A dB plot of the intensity values in the
lateral direction from (A) with a fitted parabolic curve.
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Table A.2: Number of identified small structures. Mean and standard devi-
ation values for the different combinations of reconstruction algorithm and
data source.

Analog Digital Unprocessed

Scan along structures (lateral direction)
PNN 5.17±0.38 5.42±0.50 5.17±0.48
Small kernel 5.33±0.48 5.46±0.51 5.42±0.50
Large kernel 5.38±0.49 5.38±0.49 5.37±0.49
Original 5.50±0.52 5.94±0.25 5.69±0.48

Scan across structures (elevation direction)
PNN 4.83±0.82 4.88±0.74 4.25±0.61
Small kernel 5.00±0.72 4.92±0.65 4.38±0.97
Large kernel 5.04±0.76 5.04±0.69 4.12±0.95

Both scan directions combined
PNN 5.00±0.65 5.15±0.68 4.71±0.71
Small kernel 5.17±0.63 5.19±0.64 4.90±0.93
Large kernel 5.21±0.65 5.21±0.62 4.75±0.98

Comparisons based on image measurements of spatial
resolution (test 2b)

Parabolic curves were matched to plots through the centers of the
scanned wires (Figure A.7) and these curves were evaluated at 6 dB and
20 dB levels below the maximum value. The 6 dB values are presented
in Table A.3.

There were no statistically significant differences between the thread
measurements from the different reconstruction algorithms, but they
performed better than the original images in some of the tests: In the
lateral direction all reconstruction algorithms gave better results than
both the original images and the resampled version of these images
for both 6 dB and 20 dB. For 6 dB, the measurements in the lateral
direction based on the anyplanes through the reconstructed volumes
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Table A.3: Image measurements of spatial resolutions. The results are pre-
sented as mean and standard deviation values in mm, and the measurements
are from a fitted parabolic curve evaluated as 6 dB (see Figure A.7 for exam-
ple).

Axial Lateral Elevation

Analog
PNN 0.65±0.09 1.15±0.04 1.86±0.38
Small kernel 0.69±0.05 1.18±0.05 2.10±0.31
Large kernel 0.69±0.06 1.16±0.07 2.10±0.32
Original 0.74±0.01 1.28±0.01 –
Resampled 0.76±0.01 1.27±0.02 –

Digital
PNN 0.66±0.15 1.08±0.15 1.58±0.50
Small kernel 0.62±0.07 1.11±0.06 2.31±0.62
Large kernel 0.65±0.08 1.16±0.08 2.24±0.50
Original 0.69±0.03 1.28±0.03 –
Resampled 0.73±0.02 1.25±0.01 –

Unprocessed
PNN 0.76±0.20 1.22±0.19 1.90±0.43
Small kernel 0.71±0.05 1.23±0.08 2.37±0.51
Large kernel 0.74±0.07 1.28±0.06 2.34±0.47
Original 0.98±0.03 1.80±0.03 –
Resampled 0.78±0.02 1.45±0.02 –
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had a mean thread width of 1.17mm while the original images had a
mean width of 1.32mm. In the axial direction for the 6 dB evaluations,
only the small kernel was better than the original images with a mean
thread height of 0.67mm compared to the mean height of the original
images of 0.80mm. Both the small and the large kernel performed bet-
ter than the resampled original images. When fewer groups were com-
pared compared without regard to the other groups more differences
were detected also for the axial resolution: For 6 dB the PNN algo-
rithm performed better than both the resampled and original images,
and also the large kernel performed better than the original images.
For 20 dB both the PNN and small kernel reconstruction performed
better than the original images. For the 20 dB evaluations in the axial
direction, all reconstruction algorithms gave better results than the
resampled original images while none showed statistically significant
difference from the original images. The results from the data sources
showed that the unprocessed ultrasound performed poorer than both
analog and digital video in both axial and lateral direction for 6 dB and
20 dB with a measured mean axial thread height for 6 dB of 0.79mm
and a measured mean lateral thread width of 1.49mm compared to a
measured axial thread height of 0.69mm and measured lateral width
of 1.21mm for the processed video sources. The only difference in
the elevation direction was that analog video performed better than
unprocessed video for 20 dB.

Visual comparisons of small, barely visible structures
(test 2c)

Examples of the images presented to the eight volunteers are shown
in Figure A.8. The original images allowed more accurate structure
detection than the anyplanes through the reconstructed volumes both
for the number of structures identified (Figure A.9, Table A.4) and the
difficulty to identify the structures, by deviating from the true number
of structures (eleven) by a median of 0. The deviation for the large
kernel had a median of 2.5 structures, which was statistically signif-
icantly better than the PNN reconstruction with a median deviation
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of 4 structures from the true number. The small kernel could not be
separated from the other reconstructions with a median deviation of
3 structures. For the scans along the cylinders the anyplanes from
the PNN reconstruction did not allow the volunteers to identify the
same number of structures as the other reconstructions with a median
deviation of 3 structures compared to the others with medians of 1
structure deviation. The structures in anyplanes from the PNN recon-
structions were more difficult to identify than the small kernel. In the
scans across the cylinders there were no statistically significant differ-
ences between the reconstruction algorithms with a combined median
deviation of 6 structures. The results from comparing only two groups
with each other also showed that the structures in the volumes from
the PNN reconstruction were statically more difficult to identify than
both the other reconstruction algorithms for the scan direction along
the cylinders and for both directions combined. The image sources
could not be statistically significantly separated for the scan along the
cylinders with a combined median deviation from the true number of 1
structure. In the scan across the cylinders, the unprocessed data per-
formed poorer than the other image sources with a median deviation of
7 structures compared to a median of 6 for the digital video and 5 for
the analog video. The digital and analog video could, however, not be
separated through statistical significance. When combining both scan
directions, the analog video with a median deviation of 3 performed
statistically significantly better than the unprocessed data with a me-
dian deviation of 4. The digital video with a median deviation of 3
could not be separated from the other algorithms.

Visual comparisons of tissue data (test 2d)

Figure A.10 contains examples of the images used in the comparisons
showing both original ultrasound images and anyplanes through re-
constructed volumes, all originating from the same position. The dif-
ferences between the reconstruction algorithms were not statistically
significant, but all performed worse than the original images both with
respect to ordering and quality. The data sources could not be sepa-
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Figure A.8: Example of anyplane images of small structures (cylinders). The
anyplanes are from reconstructions based on digital video as input. The scan
direction of the input images are along the cylinders. (A) PNN reconstruc-
tion. (B) Small kernel reconstruction. (C) Large kernel reconstruction.
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Figure A.9: Number of identified structures. The results are shown as the
deviation from the true number of structures (=11) presented as mean and
standard deviation values. Results from the three different reconstruction
algorithms compared with original ultrasound images. The results from both
the scans across and along the structures are combined.
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Table A.4: Comparisons based on the number of identified structures. The
values shown are the deviation from the true number of structures (=11)
presented as mean and standard deviation values.

Analog Digital Unprocessed

Both scan directions combined
PNN 3.63±1.47 3.75±2.02 4.52±2.46
Small kernel 3.17±2.30 3.23±2.55 4.04±2.82
Large kernel 2.83±2.30 2.90±2.78 3.77±2.81
Original 0.25±0.77 0.19±0.54 0.19±0.75

Scan across cylinders (elevation direction)
PNN 4.54±1.28 5.04±1.73 6.62±0.97
Small kernel 5.12±1.36 5.46±1.56 6.58±0.93
Large kernel 4.88±1.39 5.29±1.83 6.42±0.93

Scan along cylinders (lateral direction)
PNN 2.71±1.00 2.46±1.35 2.42±1.47
Small kernel 1.21±0.98 1.00±0.66 1.50±1.38
Large kernel 0.79±0.41 0.50±0.72 1.12±0.80

rated in the scans along the forearm, and the quality score could also
not be separated in the scans across the forearm. The results from the
ordering in the scans across the forearm showed that the digital video
was preferred, followed by the unprocessed data, and the analog video
was evaluated as the worst quality. When combining the answers from
both scan directions the ordering gives the same result as for scans
across the forearm, but now also the quality score shows the analog
video to perform poorer than the other sources.

Compare the correctness of the reconstructed volumes
geometry (test 3)

None of the reconstruction algorithms could be separated from the
original ultrasound images (used as gold standard) while also being
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Figure A.10: Original ultrasound images and anyplanes of the underside of
the forearm. All images are originating from the same position. All anyplane
images are reconstructed with a small kernel, and the anyplanes are obtained
orthogonal to the reconstruction input images (See Figure A.4C and D). (A)
Original analog image. (B) Original digital image. (C) Original unprocessed
image. (D) Anyplane with analog ultrasound video as reconstruction input.
(E) Anyplane with digital ultrasound video as reconstruction input. (F)
Anyplane with unprocessed ultrasound data as reconstruction input.
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Table A.5: Comparisons of reconstruction algorithms based on the measured
length (= 6.66mm), width (= 3.06mm) and height (= 3.07mm) of a small
cylinder. The absolute of the differences in mm are shown for the results
that are statistically significantly different from the original images (“gold
standard”). No results where statistically significant when combining both
scan directions. NS means not statistically significant.

US Scan direction Elevation (length) Lateral (width) Axial (height)

Along cylinder
PNN 0.27 NS NS
Small kernel 0.36
Large kernel 0.42

Elevation (width) Lateral (length) Axial (height)

Across cylinder
PNN NS 0.13 NS
Small kernel 0.22
Large kernel 0.25

different from the other reconstruction algorithms (Table A.5). For
the scans across the cylinder the analog and digital video differs from
the original images in the length measurements, by a difference in
measured mean value of 0.33mm for the analog video and 0.16mm for
the digital video (Table A.6). The unprocessed data differs from the
original images in the width measurements, by a difference in measured
mean width of 0.28mm (Table A.6).

A.4 Discussion

In image-guided surgery it is important to have reliable images avail-
able from all directions, and the quality of the reconstructed 3D ultra-
sound data to be used for guidance and therapy is important. In this
paper we have studied if the choice of 3D reconstruction algorithm
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Table A.6: Comparisons of input ultrasound sources based on the measured
length (= 6.66mm), width (= 3.06mm) and height (= 3.07mm) of a small
cylinder. The absolute of the differences in mm are shown for the results
that are statistically significantly different from the original images (“gold
standard”). No results where statistically significant when combining both
scan directions. NS means not statistically significant.

US Scan direction Elevation (length) Lateral (width) Axial (height)

Along cylinder
Analog 0.29 NS NS
Digital 0.32
Unprocessed 0.44

Elevation (width) Lateral (length) Axial (height)

Across cylinder
Analog NS 0.33 NS
Digital NS 0.16
Unprocessed 0.28 NS

and input data source may affect image quality and resolution in a
3D volume as evaluated by various methods. A quick summary of the
results is presented in Table A.7.

Comparing the performance of the reconstruction
algorithms

Our study showed that the performance of the 3D ultrasound recon-
struction algorithms varied from test to test. The small kernel re-
construction algorithm performed slightly better overall than the two
other tested algorithm implementations, but a conclusion depends on
how the tests are being weighted due to importance. If all tests are
to be equally weighted, the choice of reconstruction algorithm doesnt
matter, and a good choice may be the fastest algorithm, PNN. All
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Table A.7: Short summary of the most important results from the different
comparison tests.

Reconstruction
algorithms

Data sources

Test 1a: Remove data Large k. worst (for
varying images)

–

Test 2a: Identification of
close structures

Equal performance Unprocessed worst

Test 2b: Image resolution
measurements

Equal performance Unprocessed worst

Test 2c: Identification of
small structures

PNN worst Unprocessed worst

Test 2d: Tissue data
comparisons

Equal performance Digital best,
Unprocessed
middle, Analog
worst

Test 3: Geometry
measurements

PNN barely best,
Large k. middle,
Small k. barely
worst

Indecisive (Digital
slightly better)

quality measures may, however, not be equally important, and the
preferred algorithm may be selected based on intended application.

The method of removing input data and measuring the reconstruc-
tion algorithms success at recreating removed data is the “classical”
comparison test of reconstruction algorithms [35]. For the scan along
the forearm, the PNN algorithm surprisingly has the best performance
for the analog and digital video. However, this scan direction creates
images that change only slightly from one image to the next. For
the unprocessed data, however, the PNN reconstruction has the worst
performance, probably because of the increased level of information in
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these images. The scans across the forearm were more interesting, since
they gave more variation from one image to the next, and the ability
to perform well under such situations is more important in a practical
situation, so these results were given more weight in Table A.7 and our
conclusions. For the scans across the forearm the reconstruction with
the largest ellipsoid kernel around input pixels performed worse than
the smallest kernel for the digital video and the unprocessed data. The
reconstruction with the largest kernel performed also worse than the
PNN reconstruction for the digital video. The reason for the poorer
performance of the large kernel may be that we used a lateral resolu-
tion for the reconstruction based on a depth of 32mm when the image
depth was 40mm, and thus blurring the data too much in a large part
of the reconstructed volume.

In addition to test 1, only test 2c and test 3 showed any statis-
tical differences in reconstruction algorithms. All the comparisons of
counted small structures in test 2c showed that the PNN reconstruc-
tion performed poorer than the small kernel in two cases and also
poorer than the large kernel in two cases (Table A.4). When only com-
paring two groups at a time in test 3, the PNN algorithm performed
better than the small kernel in one comparison and better than the
large kernel in three. However, the differences in measured mean val-
ues were very small: less than the size of the volume cells (< 0.2mm),
so even if the differences were statistically significant they may not
result in much practical difference.

In image-guided surgery, it is most important to identify very small
structures in the correct location, so the small or large kernel may be a
better choice than the current implementation of the PNN algorithm.
However, it should be noted that the small structures in test 2c were
so small that a minor position change made the structures disappear.
In the test we used the position of a single ultrasound image showing
all the structures. The nature of the PNN reconstruction algorithm
implementation just replacing existing data in the 3D volume with the
latest data might have changed the position of the small structures just
enough that they could not be identified. This does not mean that they
could not have been identified in a neighboring position, just that the
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PNN reconstruction algorithm introduced a small position bias. It is
possible to remove this bias by changing the bin-filling [24] of the PNN
implementation to an averaging [30, 34] or by keeping the maximum
value [30] instead of using only the most recent value.

Comparing reconstructions with directly acquired
original ultrasound images

All tests, except test 1, may be used to test for differences between orig-
inal, directly acquired 2D ultrasound images and anyplanes through
the reconstructed volumes. Most tests showed the original ultrasound
images to perform better than the anyplanes, but test 2b showed the
opposite.

An interesting result from test 2b was that the means acquired
for resolution measurements on anyplanes from the reconstructions
showed better resolutions than those measured on the original images
(Table A.3). The downsampling of the original ultrasound images
seemed to lead to slightly better results, but this difference was not
enough to explain why the anyplanes in the lateral direction from
the reconstructions performed better than original ultrasound images
for this test. Also, in the axial direction for the 6 dB reduction, the
small kernel obtained better results than both sets of original data, and
when fewer groups were compared also the other algorithms performed
better than both sets of original data. However, the explanation to the
differences may be that the reconstruction algorithms processed the
input data to make full use of the 8-bit range, while the original images
were unprocessed. This processing increased the distance between the
pixel values and the 6 dB and 20 dB measurements were not at the
same level for the anyplanes and the original images.

Another interesting observation was obtained when comparing re-
sults for 6 dB reductions in Table A.3 with the theoretical results shown
in Figure A.3. The differences between measured and theoretical res-
olutions were quite large: The measured axial resolution was about
4.7 times larger than the theoretical, the measured lateral resolution
about 2.7 times larger and the measured elevation resolution about 2.1
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times larger. For the axial direction, the assumption about a very short
transmitted pulse for the theoretical calculation was clearly too opti-
mistic, and the transmitted pulse was probably several wavelengths
long. The thickness of the thread may also lead to a slightly increased
measurement, even if the thread diameter was only 0.1mm. When
imaging the thread we made sure that a focus point was at the ap-
proximate depth of the thread so that the lateral resolution should
be comparable to the theoretical values. However, the formula for
the lateral resolution (A.3) did not take into account apodization, and
this may explain some of the difference. The available data of the
ultrasound probe may also provide additional information: The probe
center frequency is 7.2MHz, and even if the imaging frequency was set
to 10MHz, the real center frequency of the submitted pulse may be
closer to 7.2MHz. In addition the absorption in the imaged area of
the ultrasound phantom was 0.7 dB/(cmMHz). Using ft = 7.2MHz
in (A.3) and a = 0.7 dB/(cmMHz) in (A.4) resulted in the measured
lateral resolution being only 1.8 times larger than the theoretical res-
olution, and measured elevation resolution being only 1.4 times larger
than the theoretical. The elevation focus is fixed at depth 16mm,
and compared to the wire depth of 27mm the difference for the ele-
vation direction was quite understandable. To explore the differences
between the theory and practical results further it may be necessary to
perform hydrophone measurements of the transmitted pulse, especially
to determine the differences in axial resolution.

Test 2c showed that directly acquired ultrasound images performed
better than the reconstruction algorithms for the purpose of identify-
ing small structures in phantoms. Test 2d showed that the human
observers prefered directly acquired ultrasound images to anyplanes
through reconstructions, also for tissue data. Test 3 measuring all
axes of a cylinder showed that in most cases the distances measured
on anyplanes was not different from directly acquired ultrasound im-
ages. Still, Tables A.5 and A.6 showed that images related to the lat-
eral and elevation reconstruction directions gave significant differences
from the original ultrasound data for larger distances (lengths mea-
surements) but not for smaller measurements (width measurements),
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except for the unprocessed data. Another interesting result was that
all the length measurements in anyplanes in the lateral direction (scans
across cylinder) were larger than the measurements in the original im-
ages while the length measurements in the elevation direction (scans
along cylinder) were smaller. The reason for this difference may be
inaccuracies in the probe calibration, as this comparison test is de-
pendant of accurate orientation. The original images for the length
measurements were obtained orthogonal to the input images in the
scan along the cylinder, and a small difference in orientation may have
resulted in a relatively large difference in length measurement.

Difference between data sources

Both processed video sources performed generally better than the un-
processed data. The digital video was the data source with the best
results throughout all the tests. However, it could not be separated
from the analog video in tests 2a, 2b, 2c and 3. On the other hand, it
performed better than the analog video in the tissue comparison test
2d. The analog video showed good results in several tests and was of-
ten better than the unprocessed data, but not statistically significantly
better than the digital video in any of the comparisons. However, in
the volunteers evaluation of the tissue data, the analog video performed
poorer than both the digital and unprocessed video.

When observing the input video sources, it was obvious that the un-
processed data had more information with the higher resolution, while
the processed video sources represented a resampling of the sampled
data, which could lead to a loss of information. So far not much work
is published comparing the quality of the unprocessed with processed
data. Use of the unprocessed data could probably lead to better results
in comparisons; however, our results indicate the opposite conclusion.
The reason for this may be that the reconstruction algorithms do not
process the data as thoroughly as the ultrasound scanner does. This
result may be seen as a proof that the image processing done in the
ultrasound scanner does improve the image quality as seen from the
user perspective even if the resolution may be somewhat reduced. An-
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other important aspect of this is that if unprocessed data are used
directly there may be a reduction of quality and the images may be
harder to interpret even if the data contain more information. To pre-
vent this, a processing similar to that of the ultrasound scanner could
be performed. It should however be noted that all comparisons are
based on data from a single scanner using one ultrasound probe, and
the quality of the unprocessed and processed data may wary between
different probes and scanners, and the results of our study can hence
not be generalized.

Comparing input sources and reconstruction algorithms

Several studies try to compare the performance and quality of the
reconstruction algorithms [24, 31, 32, 35, 36, 48, 49]. The most com-
monly used comparison method is the method of removing a percent-
age of the input data and then determining the algorithms ability to
recreate this data. An RMS error value or an equivalent value is usu-
ally used to disclose the quality difference. A specific slice is selected,
usually in the middle of the ultrasound volume, and a set of different
percentages are selected for removal of data [35]. Coupé et al. [48] uses
a variation over this and removes input slices (1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6) over
the whole input data set and calculates a mean and standard deviation
for the MSE (Mean Squared Error) values of the different slices. The
advantage of this method is that it is an objective method that may be
done automatically and is usable with most kinds of ultrasound data.

Drawbacks of this method are that it only compares one aspect
of reconstruction quality and the results are dependant of the imaged
tissue. In addition, this comparison method is not suitable to compare
different ultrasound data sources as we have done in this paper. We
have still used this existing method, but in addition we have devised
several additional tests for the purpose of comparing both reconstruc-
tion algorithms and data sources for the reconstructions.

It is important to note that in our use of the test we performed
the statistical comparisons over the full range of removed data (0%,
25%, 50%, 75%, 100%, 300%, 500% and 700%) without regard to
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the data having more samples in the range from 0% to 100%, leading
to a higher weight given to this range. Also, a situation may arise
where the RMS values of one reconstruction algorithm are better for
one range of percentages but worse for another range when compared
to another reconstruction algorithm. In this situation, the statistical
tests of the whole range may be indecisive, while a test of a smaller
range might give a result. The described situation happened for the
combination of all data sources in the scan along the forearm, and
as may be seen in Table 1 this test could not differentiate between
the data sources. We decided not to perform any additional tests of
specific smaller ranges as we wanted to focus on the overall score.

Several of the tests we have used in this paper deal with the prac-
tical resolution of the ultrasound images and volumes, especially tests
2a, 2b, 2c and 3. However, test 2c was also highly dependent on
accurate positions of the small structures or the ultrasound probe po-
sitions related to the structures. Some of the differences between the
reconstruction algorithms and original 2D ultrasound images may be
due to small errors in the probe calibration having a total mean er-
ror of 1.05mm. The structures being only 1.5mm in diameter and
2.4mm long may easily be missed with this calibration accuracy since
the comparisons were based on a position and orientation with the
structures visible in the original images. A small error in either po-
sition or orientation may lead to several missing structures. One of
the important features of ultrasound is how good the image quality
appear to a human and how easy it is to interpret the image. Test
2d try to test these aspects, but the test is very unspecific. To detect
more important differences a set of specific tests could be created ask-
ing volunteers (preferably clinical ultrasound users) to evaluate sets of
images from different clinical cases.

We have tried to create tests that may represent different uses of
the ultrasound volumes, but the range of tests is not exhaustive. Our
comparison tests also have a varying degree of manual interaction and
may not be practical in all situations. Several other tests could be
devised in addition to the tests we have performed in this paper. One
idea is to perform an automatic segmentation of a known structure and
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compare volume sizes [33]. However, our initial experiments showed
that the segmentation algorithms that we had access to created quite
different segmented volumes from the same reconstructed ultrasound
volume with only small changes in parameters, and it was difficult to
get comparable segmentations from volumes originating from different
input sources. Another possible test is the comparison of measure-
ments of relatively large distances. An automated method like the one
described in Lindseth et al. [51] might be possible, and this test may
detect more and larger differences than the test we have performed in
this paper, which only compares measurements of small distances.

The general problem with comparison tests for reconstructed ultra-
sound volumes is that there are several error sources that may affect
the results, and these error sources may be larger than the factors we
want to compare. Our method of comparing several aspects of the
reconstructed volumes is a way to limit the error sources when look-
ing at all tests combined. Still the error sources should be minimized
before the comparisons. We have also applied statistical comparisons
of all the data collected in the tests since this gives a better way of
knowing if one value really is better than another or if it only is natural
variation.

Relevance and further work

3D probes may be used for acquisition of 3D data instead of 2D probes.
3D probes will allow both easy acquisition of near real-time 3D data
and the possibilities of 3D data with time as a fourth dimension. How-
ever, in IGS, tracked 2D probes have a few advantages over 3D probes:
The data stream from the ultrasound probe is limited, so still it is
possible to get a higher resolution volume from a 2D probe. In IGS,
positioned intraoperative data is easier to correlate to preoperative
data, so a tracking sensor is usually needed. 3D probes are shown to
interfere more with electromagnetic tracking systems that 2D probes
[52]. The volume covered by a 3D probe is much smaller than is prac-
tical in most IGS applications, and to overcome this limitation, an
application must be created that combines data from the 3D probe.
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The data from the 3D probe are not easily available to third party ISG
applications, needed to integrate the data with preoperative data, or
for combining the data into larger volumes.

Most new ultrasound scanners support the DICOM standard so
that it should be possible to get access to digital data for 3D recon-
structions. Even if only a stack of 2D images is stored, a 3D recon-
struction is still possible with this data if the 2D images are tagged
with accurate global time-tags. The positions may then be recorded
at the same time with their own time-tags, and a time calibration
[44, 53] may be performed to match the positions with the images.
Most applications for 3D ultrasound reconstructions require a near
real-time implementation, and currently the video grabber approach
is the fastest solution in most cases for freehand 3D reconstructions, as
DICOM dont support real-time images yet. However, DICOM work-
ing group 24 focuses on developing DICOM standards and services for
Image Guided Surgery. [54] This work may result in real-time pro-
tocols that open up for easily accessible real-time digital ultrasound
images suitable for 3D reconstructions. Another option is the method
we have used in this paper by using an ultrasound scanner that allows
real-time access to digital data.

All comparisons of data in this paper are performed with data from
a single scanner using one ultrasound probe. To get more general re-
sults it would be interesting to collect data from more scanners and
probes. Only a few ultrasound scanners supply unprocessed data (e.g.
RF) to third parties without special collaboration agreements. How-
ever, a study using data from various scanners and probes could make
it easier to arrive to general conclusions regarding choice of input data.
Examples of scanner producers with scanners that may supply unpro-
cessed data are: Winprobe (North Palm Beach, FL, US), VeraSonics
(Redmond, WA, US), and Terason (Burlington, MA, US), in addition
to the Sonix RP scanner from Ultrasonix used in our study.
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A.5 Conclusion

The present study shows that the choice of data source may be more
important than the choice of reconstruction algorithm in order to
achieve high quality image volumes from tracked freehand 2D ultra-
sound data. Furthermore, scan converted digital and analog data gave
better results than unprocessed ultrasound data in our comparison
tests performed with one scanner. Overall, digital video performs
slightly better than analog video, but in most cases the two video
sources were difficult to separate by the comparison methods, indicat-
ing that the quality loss of using flexible video-grabbing solutions over
scanners with a digital interface may not be significant. It must be
taken into account that the conclusions on data source quality were
based on comparisons performed on data from a single scanner using
one ultrasound probe, and that quality and processing may differ be-
tween probes and scanners. More work including comparison tests on
several scanners and probes should therefore be performed in order to
obtain more general conclusions. By giving all the comparisons the
same weight, no reconstruction algorithm of those tested performs sig-
nificantly better than the others in terms of image quality indicating
that the fastest reconstruction method should be chosen, e.g. PNN.
However, in general, the reconstruction algorithm must be selected ac-
cording to the application and the intended usage of the 3D volume.
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Abstract

We have studied the accuracy and robustness of a prototype electro-
magnetic window field generator WFG in an interventional radiology
suite with a robotic C-arm. The overall purpose is the development of
guidance systems combining real-time imaging with tracking of flexible
instruments for bronchoscopy, laparoscopic ultrasound, endoluminal
surgery, endovascular therapy and spinal surgery.

TheWFG has a torus shape, which facilitates X-ray imaging through
its centre. We compared the performance of the WFG to that of a
standard field generator SFG under the influence of the C-arm. Both
accuracy and robustness measurements were performed with the C-
arm in different positions and poses.

The system was deemed robust for both field generators, but the
accuracy was notably influenced as the C-arm was moved into the
electromagnetic field. The SFG provided a smaller root-mean-square
position error, but was more influenced by the C-arm than the WFG.
The WFG also produced smaller maximum and variance of the error.

EM tracking with the new WFG during C-arm based fluoroscopy
guidance seems to be a step forward, and with a correction scheme
implemented it should be feasible.

B.1 Introduction

Electromagnetic-based navigation of flexible instruments has been ex-
plored in various applications. The advantage of this technology is that
it does not require a clear line of sight, thus permitting the tracking of
instruments in confined spaces and inside the body. This is especially
useful for flexible instruments such as catheters, endoscopes and endo-
scopic ultrasound probes. In endovascular therapy, tracking of guide
wires, catheters and needles has been tested, especially for treatment
of abdominal aortic aneurisms. Here, tracking has been used to guide
e.g. deployment of stent grafts. [1, 2] Similar technology has been
applied to cardiac interventions, most notably to catheter-based abla-
tion therapies for treatment of atrial fibrillation. [3] In pulmonology,
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electromagnetic-based navigated bronchoscopy based on preoperative
CT imaging has been introduced, particularly for the diagnosis and
targeting (biopsy) of small, peripheral lesions. This has shown to in-
crease the success rate from as low as 30% to about 67%. [4, 5] In la-
paroscopic surgery, electromagnetic (EM) tracking has been proposed,
especially to guide flexible laparoscopic ultrasound probes and abla-
tion probes in liver surgery. [6, 7] Preliminary tests combining small
ultrasound probes and navigation for spinal surgery also indicate that
the added flexibility provided by EM tracking may be advantageous.
In addition, several commercial products exist, such as StealthStation
Axiem (Medtronic Navigation, Louisville, USA), PercuNav (Philips
Healthcare, DA Best, The Netherlands), iGuide CAPPA (Siemens AG,
Munich, Germany), i-Logic (SuperDimension Gmbh, Dusseldorf, Ger-
many) and ig4 (Veran Medical Technologies, Inc., St. Louis, USA).

In a setup using EM tracking, the placement of the field genera-
tor, which is responsible for generating the EM measurement volume,
could influence the setup of other equipment and potentially restrict
the movement of the medical personnel. It may also influence how
imaging can be performed, e.g. by obstructing X-rays at certain an-
gles. Northern Digital Inc. (NDI) has designed a new prototype field
generator, referred to as a window field generator, in an attempt to by-
pass some of these limitations. This field generator has a torus shape,
and the central opening facilitates X-ray imaging with the field gener-
ator mounted directly underneath the operating table. This way, the
field generator is out of the way and may stay in place throughout the
procedure, even when X-ray imaging is required.

EM tracking is vulnerable to disturbances from ferromagnetic inter-
ference sources in the surroundings, which may influence the accuracy
of the system. It is therefore important to assess the accuracy, not
only for each system, but also for each new location where the system
is to be used. If there are disturbances that are constant and may be
properly characterized, they may be compensated using static correc-
tion schemes. [8–10] However, since the interference depends on the
surroundings, it must be characterized for each new location and the
correction scheme must be adapted accordingly. Also, if the environ-
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ment changes during the procedure, e.g. by introduction of additional
equipment, this must be taken into account.

Wilson et al. [11] have presented a protocol for accuracy evalua-
tion of EM tracking and applied it to various operating room (OR)
settings. A similar protocol was adapted by Yaniv et al. [12] in their
overall assessment of EM tracking in the clinical environment. The two
works report root-mean-square (RMS) errors in the range of 0.79mm
to 6.67mm and 0.38mm to 6.49mm respectively for various combina-
tions of tracking systems and OR environments. Yaniv et al. have also
considered the robustness of the various systems. The robustness is a
measure of the resistance to distortion upon introduction of additional
equipment to the work volume. If the system is robust, this means that
any disturbance is constant and fixed relative to the EM transmitter.
This makes it possible to apply a static correction scheme.

In this article, we have adapted the protocol described by Yaniv
et al. to study the accuracy and robustness of an EM tracking system
within the setting of a new interventional radiology suite. The goal
was to compare the performance of the new prototype field generator
with that of the original field generator, and to study the influence of
a new C-arm on the tracking system.

B.2 Materials and methods

Experimental setup

Our study was done in one of the new interventional radiology suites
at St. Olavs University Hospital in Trondheim. The suite, which was
opened in august 2010, is a part of the project The Operating Room of
the Future (see http://www.stolav.no/for) and is used for both research
projects and routine clinical procedures within interventional radiol-
ogy. The OR is equipped with a robotically controlled cone beam CT
imaging system (Siemens Artis zeego, Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim,
Germany) referred to as a C-arm.

For position tracking, we used the Aurora Electromagnetic Mea-
surement System (NDI, Waterloo, Canada). The system consists of
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the utility software NDI ToolBox, a system control unit, four system
interface units for position sensor inputs and a field generator that
generates an EM tracking volume. This is shown in Figure B.1. In our
setup, we used two different field generators: the standard, commer-
cially available, rectangular field generator (SFG) and the prototype
window field generator (WFG). The SFG operates with either a cube-
shaped measurement volume with side lengths 0.5m or an extended,
dome-shaped volume with side lengths up to 0.96m. In this study, we
used the cube shaped measurement volume. The WFG operates only
with a reduced, dome-shaped measurement volume with side lengths
up to 0.65m.

The main feature of the new prototype is its torus shape, which
allows for X-ray images to be taken through the centre opening. How-
ever, since the C-arm potentially is a major source of EM interference,
the common practice for EM-based navigated procedures has been to
remove the C-arm unit from the operating field during navigation.
But to a clinician such an approach is cumbersome, as it would be
preferable to do imaging and navigation concurrently, or at least in-
termittently. In an operating room, there are many people, trolleys
with equipment, wires and tubes, so that moving the large fluoroscopy
unit back and forth is unpractical and time-consuming. In order to
take full advantage of the new field generator, it would therefore be
advantageous to be able to perform tracking with the C-arm in or close
to the operating field. We have therefore analyzed the accuracy and
robustness of the tracking in this setting.

All data acquisition was performed using the NDI ToolBox. Four
tools with position sensors were used, each having either five or six
spatial degrees of freedom (DOF): a Traxtal Reference Tool with six
DOF, a custom-designed catheter tool containing an Aurora Micro
6DOF Sensor, an Aurora Tracking Needle with five DOF and an Au-
rora 6DOF Cable Tool. The tools are shown in Figure B.1 (b). The
catheter tool was made from an ordinary, one-lumen catheter with di-
ameter 1.7mm. The Aurora sensor was inserted into the lumen and
fixed with epoxy glue near the tip of the catheter. A pivot calibration
procedure was performed using the NDI ToolBox software during tool
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure B.1: The Aurora Electromagnetic Measurement System from NDI:
(a) system control unit with interface unit for position sensor input, (b) four
different tools with position sensors, (c) the standard field generator (left)
and the prototype window field generator (right).
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characterization to determine the position of the tip of the catheter
relative to the embedded sensor.

The field generator was mounted underneath the operating table
giving no restrictions to the movement of the robotically controlled
C-arm. We used the same accuracy phantom as Yaniv et al. [12]:
a Plexiglas cube with sides measuring 180mm and with 225 parallel
holes precisely machined from one side, each with diameter 1.9mm and
depth in the range of 10mm to 150mm. The phantom was equipped
with a reference tool and placed on the operating table approximately
in the centre of the tracking system’s measurement volume as shown in
Figure B.2. In this way, our experimental setup represented a naviga-
tion volume relevant for a clinical setup. This setup was used through-
out all of the following experiments.

Tracking system accuracy analysis

The catheter tool was manually inserted into each of the 225 holes in
the phantom, all the way to the bottom, and 100 position samples were
collected from each hole. Since the diameter of the catheter was only
0.2mm less than the diameter of the hole, this provided an accurate
measurement of the position of the bottom of the hole. The proce-
dure was performed first with the C-arm inside the tracking system’s
measurement volume, and then repeated with the C-arm outside the
measurement volume. These two measurement experiments were done
for both the SFG and the WFG.

For data processing, we used a modified version of a MATLAB
software application implemented by Wilson et al. [11]. For each of
the 225 holes, a representative transformation was calculated from the
100 recorded position samples. The translational part of this transform
was estimated as the arithmetic mean of the acquired translation data,
and the rotational part as the arithmetic mean of the acquired rotation
data, given in unit quaternions, followed by normalization. In addition,
the distance from the origin of the tracking system to each of the
100 position samples was calculated, and the sample variability for
the given hole, defined as the difference between the largest and the
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(a) (b)

Figure B.2: The accuracy phantom and its setup. The field generators were
mounted directly underneath the operating table (the photo shows theWFG).
The phantom was equipped with the Traxtal Reference Tool, here seen in
the front left corner, and placed on the operating table approximately in the
centre of the tracking system’s measurement volume. The catheter tool used
for the accuracy measurements is seen inserted into the hole in the front
right corner of the phantom. For the robustness measurements, two more
tools were used: the Aurora Tracking Needle was inserted into the hole in
the rear left corner of the phantom and the Aurora 6DOF Cable Tool was
attached to the rear right corner.

smallest of these distances, was found. The sample variability is a
simple measure of the precision of the performed measurements.

A paired-point rigid registration [13] was then performed between
the tracking system and the phantom coordinate system using 9 of the
225 sampled positions. For each of the 225 holes, the distance between
the known point coordinate and the estimated representative transfor-
mation, transformed by the registration matrix, was calculated. Also,
the angular difference between the known orientation of the hole and
the measured orientation of the catheter tool was found. The MAT-
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LAB application provided the following descriptive statistics: maximal
sample variability, RMS error, mean error, standard deviation, error
range, maximum error and 95th percentile.

Tracking system robustness analysis

The robustness of an EM tracking system was defined by Yaniv et
al. as the system’s “resilience to distortions arising from tools and
imaging apparatus that are introduced and removed from the work
volume during the procedure”[12]. This can be equipment containing
ferromagnetic metal or emitting EM fields. We have focused our work
on the influence of the C-arm on the tracking system accuracy since
this is the potentially biggest source of EM disturbance that can be
introduced into the measurement volume of the tracking system.

In image-guided interventions, it is common to use a patient-mounted
reference tool and track all other tools relative to this. Motivated by
this practice, Yaniv et al. quantified the robustness by considering the
distance between two stationary tracking sensors for a certain period
of time. If the variability of the measured distance is low, it means
that the system reports the position of one sensor relative to the other
in a consistent manner, and the system is then regarded as robust.
This does not guarantee that the reported position is correct, i.e. that
the system is accurate, but it means that potential inaccuracies may
be corrected using static correction schemes. The measurements were
done with the imaging apparatus both in home position away from the
operating field, and in imaging position during both X-ray fluoroscopy
imaging and cone beam CT imaging.

We extended the analysis of Yaniv et al. by also including mea-
surements with the C-arm in a number of intermediate positions and
different poses and considering not only the variability of the distance
measurements in each position, but also how the measurements change
between different positions. If the variability is low in each position,
but the measurements change from one position to another, this means
that the system is robust and a static correction scheme adapted to
the given C-arm position can be applied. We also used four tracking
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sensors rather than just two in order to account for the possibility of
anisotropic disturbances; in this way, distortions that are perpendicu-
lar to the axis between two of the sensors will influence the measured
distance between two of the other sensors.

The Plexiglas phantom and the tracking system were both set up as
for the accuracy analysis. The phantom here only served to ensure that
the measurements were carried out within the same navigation volume
that was used for the accuracy analyses. Inside and on the phantom
we placed the three tracked tools in addition to the reference tool.
As seen in Figure B.2(b), we tried to distribute the tool positions as
much as possible both in the horizontal plane direction and in depth so
that the distance between the sensors ranged from 160mm to 230mm.
The C-arm was then moved stepwise relative to the operating table
in various manners as illustrated in Figures B.4(a), (d), (g) and (j):
the C-arm was translated along and perpendicular to the table, it was
rotated around the table and the X-ray detector was lowered towards
the table. For each step, position data for all four tools were recorded
for a period of 30 s and stored. With the C-arm in imaging position,
we also recorded position data during both X-ray fluoroscopy imaging
and cone beam CT imaging. The distances from the reference tool to
each of the other three tools were then calculated. This procedure was
repeated for both field generators.

B.3 Results

Tracking system accuracy

Statistical measurements of the position and angle error of the catheter
tool from the four experiments are summarized in Table B.1. A com-
parison of the results from the SFG and the WFG, without the in-
fluence of the C-arm, demonstrates only minor differences. The SFG
appears to provide a smaller RMS position error, while the WFG has
less maximum and variance of the error. Also note that the maximal
variability within the 100 samples of each phantom node is higher for
the SFG.
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The accuracy measurements show the strong disturbance caused by
the C-arm on the EM tracking system. The influence is greater when
using the SFG, increasing the RMS position error with about 7mm,
compared to 4mm increase for the WFG. The results when using the
SFG have a larger spread of the error as well. And, when performing
the measurements, the Aurora system with the SFG was not able to
track the catheter tool in three of the 225 phantom nodes, which thus
had to be left out of the calculations.

The RMS angle error and spread of the angle of the catheter pointer
were also increased with the C-arm in the field for both field generators.
The WFG outperformed the SFG with respect to RMS angle error and
spread of the angle, both with and without the influence of the C-arm.

Tracking system robustness

The variability in measured sensor distance over the period of 30 s for
which the C-arm was at a fixed position was relatively small: For all
sensors and all positions, the standard deviation of the measurements
was below 0.06mm and the range was below 0.3mm.

The robustness measurements made during image acquisition are
shown in Figure B.3. The plots correspond to those presented by Yaniv
et al. [12] and show the distance between the Aurora 6DOF Cable Tool
and the reference tool demeaned using the mean of the first 2 s. The
imaging sequences were started 10 s after the position measurements,
and each sequence lasted approximately 10 s. The measurements show
that both field generators are robust to X-ray fluoroscopy imaging,
while they are severely influenced by the cone beam CT imaging. The
latter caused a deviation of 14.2mm for the SFG, while the WFG
reached a deviation of 30.9mm before tracking eventually was com-
pletely disrupted.

While the tracking system was shown to be robust, except for
during cone beam CT imaging, the measured distances between the
sensors were strongly affected by the position of the C-arm. In Fig-
ures B.4(b), (c), (e) and (f), the mean measured distance from the
reference tool to each of the three other tools is plotted as a function
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Figure B.3: The plots show the variation in measured distance between the
Aurora 6DOF Cable Tool and the reference tool during X-ray fluoroscopy
imaging (left column) and cone beam CT imaging (right column) measured
with the SFG (top row) and WFG (bottom row) respectively.The distance
between the sensors is demeaned using the mean of the first 2 s.
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Table B.1: Results of the accuracy measurements performed in the radiology
suite. The values in the table are in millimeters and degrees.

C-arm C-arm
out of field in field

Pos. Angle Pos. Angle

WFG Max. sample variability 0.37 0.40
RMS error 1.16 1.11 5.09 4.06
Mean error 1.11 0.63 4.91 3.66
Standard deviation 0.38 0.73 1.63 1.69
Error range 1.75 3.41 7.37 7.48
Maximum error 1.87 3.42 8.47 7.81
95th percentile 1.69 2.96 7.50 6.53

SFG Max. sample variability 0.67 1.09
RMS error 0.79 1.57 7.59 9.57
Mean error 0.56 1.00 4.89 9.91
Standard deviation 0.42 0.91 4.62 2.72
Error range 2.55 4.82 40.07 15.42
Maximum error 2.60 4.90 41.35 16.14
95th percentile 1.44 3.26 14.15 12.72

of the C-arm’s displacement along and perpendicular to the operat-
ing table. The distances have been demeaned with the mean of the
first recording in each series. This shows that the difference between
the minimum and the maximum measurement as the C-arm is moved
along the operating table into the EM field is up to 8mm for the SFG
and 13mm for the WFG. The same deviation as a function of the C-
arm’s rotation around the operating table is shown in Figures B.4(h)
and (i). Rotation of the C-arm caused a sensor distance alteration of
maximum 7mm. Finally, the effect on the measured sensor distance
resulting from moving the X-ray detector closer to the operating table
is shown in Figures B.4(k) and (l). Moving the detector 13 cm caused
a reduction of the sensor distance of maximum 4mm.
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SFG WFG

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

Figure B.4: The figures in the left column indicate the stepwise movement
of the C-arm relative to the operating table during the robustness measure-
ments. The plots in the middle column show the mean measured distance
from the reference tool to each of the three other tools as a function of the
C-arm’s displacement using the SFG. The plots in the last column show the
same results for the WFG. The distances have been demeaned with the mean
of the first recording in each series. The actual distances between the tools
were between 160 and 230mm. In the two upper rows, 0 displacement indi-
cates that the C-arm is straight above the measurement volume, and we see
that the deviation has a peak close to this point.
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B.4 Discussion

When the C-arm was placed far from the measurement volume, the
measured accuracy was comparable to that reported by the manufac-
turer, for both field generators. The results for the SFG are also very
close to the values found by Yaniv et al. in a similar interventional
radiology suite using the same field generator (see Yaniv et al. [12],
Table II, columns 7 and 8). They present a lower maximal sample
variability, but slightly higher position errors. The angle errors are
almost identical.

When comparing the two field generators, the maximal sample
variability was highest for the SFG, which indicates a greater need for
smoothing of the measurements, e.g. by averaging a certain number of
samples. This kind of noise reduction may, however, reduce the frame
rate of the system, or at least introduce a certain time lag, which
should be avoided for navigation.

As the C-arm was moved close to the measurement volume and
placed directly above the field generator, the EM tracking was strongly
influenced, and the measured accuracy went down. The sample vari-
ability was relatively unaffected, indicating that the measurements
were quite stable, but the measurement error was considerably in-
creased. The SFG performed worse than the WFG: it produced more
outliers in the accuracy measurements, with a 95th percentile nearly
twice that of the WFG, and it was also unable to track the sensors in
certain positions within the measurement volume. The WFG did not
present any of these problems, and it thus appears to be more stable.
However, with 95th percentile of 7.50mm and 14.15mm respectively,
the error is considerable in both cases.

The robustness measurements showed that the distances between
the various sensors varied little as long as the C-arm stayed in one
position: the standard deviation of the measured distance was below
0.06mm and the range was below 0.3mm for all positions. This is sim-
ilar to the results of Yaniv et al., who present a standard deviation of
0.05mm for Aurora in their interventional radiology suite. The system
may thus be said to be robust with respect to the OR and C-arm influ-
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ence on the EM field. However, the measured distance varied greatly
as the C-arm was moved or rotated, which is consistent with the poor
accuracy that was measured with the C-arm close to the measurement
volume. The variation was largest for the WFG, which might be due to
the larger measurement volume potentially exposing it to more ferro-
magnetic interference sources in the surroundings. However, for both
field generators the variation was notable, and it is thus clear that a
correction scheme is required in order to use the tracking system with
the C-arm in this position.

Since the system is robust, a static correction scheme may be
adapted. In its simplest form, such a scheme involves measuring the
position and orientation of a position sensor at a number of fixed ref-
erence points throughout the measurement field. As the C-arm is
introduced, the same measurements are repeated. This will provide us
with deformation data for the reference points for the given position of
the C-arm. Deformations between these reference points can be deter-
mined by different interpolation schemes as described by Kindratenko
[9]. By mapping the deformation field with this calibration procedure
we are then able to correct any further position data readings. This
will however only be valid for the given system setup and C-arm po-
sition, meaning that a precalibration process must be performed for
all relevant C-arm positions. An improved solution could be to place
several position sensors throughout the measurement field forming a
set of reference points. Distortions detected by these sensors as the
C-arm is moved closer and into the measurement field could be used to
characterize the deformation field. This opens the possibility of doing
calibration and correction of position data in real time.

Hybrid solutions have been investigated, using a combination of
optical and electromagnetic tracking. The optical tracking data are
not influenced by metal objects in the environment and can be used
as reference points. [8, 10] With this technique we may be able to
map the deformation field by performing an intraoperative calibration
sequence, moving the hybrid tool through the volume of interest before
starting navigation.

Other solutions suggested in the literature include merging posi-
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tion data generated from live fluoroscopy images with electromagnetic
position tracking data and in this way increase accuracy. [14] Recent
work has also shown how statistical models for the tool movement can
be used to estimate the tool position. [15–17] In our future work, we
will look into and experiment with these techniques to improve the
accuracy and performance of navigation in the clinical environment.

B.5 Conclusion

EM tracking with the new WFG during C-arm based fluoroscopy guid-
ance seems to be a step forward, and with a correction scheme imple-
mented it should be feasible. With navigation technology, these pro-
cedures may be performed with less imaging, i.e. less X-ray exposure
in total. We believe that such a system could be valuable for numer-
ous clinical applications, such as endovascular therapy and navigated
bronchoscopy, but also for experimental surgery in e.g. laparoscopy,
where the C-arm is used for verification and comparison purposes,
and spinal surgery. We will continue to develop EM based tracking
integrated in minimal access therapy applications and follow up this
study with clinical experiments to demonstrate the potential value in
combination with a C-arm.
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Abstract

Within the field of ultrasound-guided procedures, there are today a
number of methods for ultrasound probe calibration. While these
methods are usually developed for a specific probe, they are in principle
easily adapted to other probes. In practice, however, the adaptation of-
ten proves tedious, and this is impractical in a research setting, where
new probes are tested regularly. Therefore, we developed a method
which can be applied to a large variety of probes without adaptation.
The method used a robot arm to move a plastic sphere submerged
in water through the ultrasound image plane, providing a slow and
precise movement. The sphere was then segmented from the recorded
ultrasound images using a MATLAB programme, and the calibration
matrix was computed based on this segmentation in combination with
tracking information. The method was tested on three very different
probes demonstrating both great versatility and high accuracy.

C.1 Introduction

When using ultrasound in image-guided therapy, it is essential to know
the position of the ultrasound images in space; i.e. where in space are
the objects that appear in the images located. This is necessary both to
create three-dimensional volumes from the images, and subsequently
to navigate on those volumes. To determine its position, the ultra-
sound probe is usually equipped with a position sensor whose position
is measured in real time. The most common types of position sensors
are optical sensors consisting of multiple infrared light sources which
are tracked by infrared cameras, and electromagnetic sensors consist-
ing of small coils whose positions can be determined by setting up a
controlled, varying magnetic field and measuring the voltages induced
in the coils. Since the position sensor is fixed to the probe, the posi-
tion of the ultrasound images relative to the sensor is constant and can
be found in a process referred to as probe calibration. By combining
the result of this calibration with the real-time measurements of the
sensor, the position of each ultrasound image can be determined.
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Substantial research has been done in the field of probe calibration
the last two decades, and this has resulted in a number of fast, au-
tomatic and accurate calibration methods. Thorough reviews of this
work are given in Mercier et al. [1] and Hsu et al. [2]. While these
methods are usually developed for a specific probe, they can in prin-
ciple easily be adapted to other probes. In practice, however, this
is not so. Ultrasound probes are more and more specialized and tai-
lored to an increasing number of applications. The differences between
probes are large with respect to properties such as shape, field of view,
resolution, contrast and noise. As a result, the adaptation of calibra-
tion methods often proves tedious, requiring modifications to several
central components, especially phantoms and image processing algo-
rithms. A side-looking probe may, for instance, not be able to get to
the surface of a phantom made for an ordinary forward-looking probe;
a probe with a small field of view may not be able to image all of the
wires in a typical wire phantom; and a high-resolution probe imaging
a bead phantom may produce quite different reverberation artefacts
than an ordinary probe.

This tedious adaptation is impractical in a research setting, where
ultrasound guidance regularly is applied to new medical fields, all of
which have their own more or less specialized ultrasound equipment.
Especially for initial trials and small-scale feasibility studies, the need
for a customized phantom is an obstacle. Therefore, we have developed
a method which is not particularly fast, nor completely automatic, but
which is accurate and robust and, most importantly, can be applied
to a large variety of probes without adaptation.

Theoretical background

To fully understand what a probe calibration does, it is helpful to know
the various coordinate systems that are involved. These are illustrated
in Figure C.1. In the following, Mr←s denotes a 4-by-4 transformation
matrix that, through multiplication, converts the coordinate vector ps
of a given point in coordinate system s into the coordinate vector pr
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of the same point in coordinate system r, i.e.

pr = Mr←s · ps.

First, a position sensor is usually attached to the patient or the
operating table to act as a fixed reference, and this sensor defines the
reference coordinate system r. This means that the positions of all
other objects, such as instruments, images and the patient itself, are
given in this system. Then, the position sensor attached to the ultra-
sound probe has its own coordinate system s. The tracking system
continuously measures the positions of these two first coordinate sys-
tems and calculates the spatial relationship between them, i.e. the
rigid transformation Mr←s converting position sensor coordinates into
reference coordinates. Finally, the two-dimensional ultrasound images
are defined in a third coordinate system i. The spatial relationship
between this system and the one defined by the sensor on the probe is
fixed, and the goal of the probe calibration is to find this relationship
in the form of a rigid transformation Ms←i.

The basic principle of most probe calibration methods is to image
some object whose appearance in the ultrasound images makes it easy
to accurately measure its position within the image. This is referred
to as an imaging phantom, and it usually includes one or more imag-
ing targets, which are features that are easily identified in the images.
To enable the ultrasound imaging, the phantom must be built in or
submersed in an acoustic coupling media such as water. It is also
equipped with a reference sensor r, and the position pr of the imaging
target relative to this reference is measured, usually using some kind
of tracked pointer. As ultrasound images of the phantom are recorded,
the positions of both the phantom and the ultrasound probe are cap-
tured by the tracking system and saved together with the images. The
imaging target’s position pi in the coordinate system i is also extracted
from the ultrasound images, and the calibration matrix can then be
found by minimizing the distance between the target positions in the
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Figure C.1: The various coordinate systems involved in probe calibration: the
reference system r, the position sensor system s and the image system i. The
transformation Mr←s, which changes as the probe is moved, is continuously
measured by the tracking system. The transformation Ms←i, on the other
hand, is fixed, and it is the goal of the probe calibration to find this.

two coordinate systems, i.e. as

Ms←i = arg min
M ′

s←i

n∑
j

‖M ′s←i · pji −M−1r←s · pjr‖.

A lot of different phantoms have been proposed, but most of them
belong to one of the following five groups [1]:

Point target phantoms: Here, a single, small object serves as imag-
ing target, e.g. a small bead [3–6], a wire cross [7–9] or the tip
of a stylus [10–12]. These phantoms are simple and thus easy to
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make, but they only provide one datapoint per ultrasound image
and must thus be imaged many times for each calibration. The
small size of the bead or wire also means that its appearance in
the ultrasound image varies a lot between probes; what appears
as a focused and distinct spot in one image, may appear blurred
and noisy when imaged with a different system. A target that is
suitable for one probe may therefore not be suitable for another.

Multiple point targets phantoms: These are similar to the point
target phantoms, except they include several small objects that
are to be imaged either successively [13, 14] or simultaneously [4,
15]. This limits the amount of recordings that is required for each
calibration. In the last case, however, there is the added problem
of properly aligning the ultrasound plane with the targets in
order to image them all at the same time.

Z-fiducial phantoms: These phantoms include one or more Z-fiducials
[4, 16, 17], which each consists of three thin wires stretched be-
tween the walls of the phantom forming a Z in the axial plane.
When imaged from above, the three wires appear as three bright
points in the ultrasound image, and by measuring the relative
distance between these points, the line of intersection between
the ultrasound plane and the wires can be determined. With
this approach, a large number of independent datapoints can be
collected in one recording. However, again the appearance of
the wire in the ultrasound image varies a lot between probes. In
addition, the geometry of the Z-fiducials must be adapted to the
size of the image plane.

2-D shape alignment phantoms: These phantoms include a mem-
brane with an irregular, jagged edge [18, 19]. The ultrasound
plane is aligned with the membrane so that this edge appears
as a jagged line in the ultrasound image, and the corners of this
line can then be located in the image. As with the multiple point
targets phantoms, the proper alignment of the ultrasound plane
with the membrane is a challenge.
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Wall phantoms: Here, one or more plane surfaces, such as walls [20]
or membranes [19, 21], are imaged, producing bright lines in the
ultrasound image. The most basic versions just use the bottom
of a water tank as an imaging target. The lines are easily identi-
fied in the ultrasound images, and the technique thus lends itself
to automatic image processing. However, the visibility of the
imaged surface in the images is very dependent on the angle be-
tween the probe and the surface. Reverberation artefacts caused
by multiple reflections of the sound is also a challenge.

The references given here are only meant as examples. More exhaustive
references and even more phantom variants can be found in Mercier
et al. [1] and Hsu et al. [2].

C.2 Materials and methods

Our method uses a point target phantom with a plastic sphere in a wa-
ter tank as an imaging target. This is similar to the approach taken by
Sauer et al. [14]. The setup includes an optical tracking system (Polaris
Spectra, NDI, Waterloo, ON, Canada) that measures the positions of
small, retroreflective plastic spheres with a diameter of 11.5mm. We
designed a calibration arm made mainly from plastic incorporating
seven such spheres: one sphere was mounted at the tip of the arm to
function as an imaging target, while the other six were mounted in a
particular pattern on a plastic plate at the other end of the arm to func-
tion as a tracking reference. The arm is shown in Figure C.2(a). The
position pr of the centre of the imaging target relative to the reference
was measured using the tracking system. The arm was then attached
to a six-axis robot arm (UR5, Universal Robots, Odense, Denmark)
mounted next to a water tank on a bench and positioned so that the
end of the arm with the imaging target reached into the water. The
robot had a repeatability of ±0.1mm. The ultrasound probe that was
to be calibrated, which was also equipped with a position sensor, was
positioned straight above the imaging target and rigidly attached to
the bench. Finally, a computer running an in-house navigation sys-
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tem (CustusX, SINTEF, Trondheim, Norway)[22] was connected both
to the ultrasound scanner and to the tracking system. The complete
setup is shown in Figure C.2(c).

The robot now moved the imaging target to a starting position just
outside the ultrasound image plane. It then moved it slowly, at the
speed of 1mm/s, first straight through the image plane, and then in
the opposite direction until it was back at the starting position again.
This is illustrated in Figure C.3. While the target was moving, the
ultrasound images produced by the ultrasound scanner were recorded
by the navigation system. For each image k, the system also recorded
the position Mk

r←s of the ultrasound probe relative to the reference
sensor on the calibration arm. The imaging target was then moved to
a new starting position. This process was repeated nine times so that
the imaging target was passed through the ultrasound image plane al-
together 18 times at nine different positions. The distance between the
positions were chosen so that they were evenly distributed throughout
the plane.

This process was repeated nine times so that the imaging target
was passed through the ultrasound image plane altogether 18 times at
nine different positions evenly distributed throughout the plane.

The next step was to find the position of the imaging target within
each of these 18 recordings. In practice, this meant that for recording
j we needed to find the image kj that passed through the centre of the

sphere, and then determine the image coordinates p
kj
i of the sphere

centre within this image. This is again illustrated in Figure C.3. To
achieve this, the recorded images were read into the software MAT-
LAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA, U.S.A.) and displayed. As shown in
Figure C.4, the images changed as the imaging target moved through
the image plane. However, since the target was spheric and moved
with constant speed and direction, the appearance of the images was
symmetric around the centre of the sphere. By drawing a rectangular
box around the sphere, summing the intensities of all the pixels within
the box for each ultrasound image and plotting this sum against the
image number, the result was therefore a graph that was also sym-
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(b)

(c)

(a)

Figure C.2: (a) The calibration arm, (b) a close up of the imaging target and
the electromagnetic reference sensor (white cable indicated by arrow) and (c)
the complete setup with the robot arm holding the arm in the water tank
and the ultrasound probe positioned directly above the imaging target.
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metric. This can be seen in the bottom panel of Figure C.4. Using
this graph for support, it was easy to flip through the displayed im-
ages and find the one going through the centre of the imaging target.
The resulting image kj only showed the circular surface of the plastic
sphere, but knowing its diameter and the pixel size of the ultrasound
image, a circle of the same size as the sphere was drawn in the image.
By zooming in, this circle could manually be moved so that its cir-
cumference corresponded with the surface of the imaged sphere, and
its centre thus corresponded with the centre of the sphere as seen in
Figure C.5. This was repeated for each of the 18 recordings of the
imaging target.

Now, the image kj showing the centre of the imaging target and the

image coordinates p
kj
i of the centre within this image had been found

for each of the 18 recordings, i.e. for j = 1, . . . , 18. The transforma-

tions M
kj
r←s representing the position and orientation of the ultrasound

probe corresponding to each of these images were then extracted from
the navigation system.

The positions M
kj
r←s of the ultrasound probe corresponding to each

of these images were then extracted from the navigation system. Com-
bining this information with the previously measured coordinates pr
of the imaging target relative to the reference on the calibration arm,
its position relative to the position sensor on the ultrasound probe was
found as

p
kj
s = M

kj
s←r · pr = (M

kj
r←s)

−1 · pr.
The result was two sets of coordinates for each of the 18 selected
images, both of which described the position of the imaging target:
one in the image coordinate system and one in the probe’s coordinate
system. The calibration matrix was then given as

Ms←i = arg min
M ′

s←i

18∑
j=1

‖M ′s←i · pkji − p
kj
s ‖,

and this was calculated using a closed-form method given by Horn [23].
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Figure C.3: The imaging target being moved slowly through the ultrasound
image plane. Image kj is the ultrasound image recorded exactly as the image
plane cuts through the centre of the sphere, Mr←s and Ms←i are 4-by-4

transformation matrices, here illustrated with solid lines, and pr, p
kj

i and p
kj
s

are coordinate vectors, here illustrated with dotted lines.

Adaption to other tracking systems

Our navigation system interfaces not only with the optical tracking
system, but also with an electromagnetic tracking system (Aurora,
NDI, Waterloo, ON, Canada). This is used in settings where either
it is hard to achieve a clear line of sight, or the optical position sen-
sors are too bulky to be integrated properly with the instruments in
question. This is typically the case for small or flexible instruments.
To enable the calibration of ultrasound probes equipped with such
electromagnetic position sensors, we mounted an electromagnetic ref-
erence sensor on the calibration arm close to the imaging target. This
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Figure C.4: The imaging target at five different positions on its way through
the ultrasound image plane (top panel) and the corresponding ultrasound im-
ages (middle panel). The bottom panel shows the sum of the pixel intensities
within the white box for each ultrasound image plotted against the image
number, and the vertical lines indicate the above images.
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Figure C.5: A typical ultrasound image cutting through the centre of the
imaging target with a circle of the same size as the sphere drawn on top. The
left image shows the circle at its initial position, and the right image shows
the same circle after manual alignment with the sphere surface.

can be seen in Figure C.2(b). Since this tracking system could not
measure the position of the target directly, we instead found the spa-
tial relationship between the optical and the electromagnetic reference
sensors. This was done by rigidly attaching the calibration arm to
a cubic plastic box with each side measuring 25 cm. On each of the
four side walls there were drilled four small holes 16 cm apart. The
position of each of these 16 holes was then measured two times: first
using an optically tracked pointer, and then using an electromagnet-
ically tracked pointer. Finally, the rigid transformation minimizing
the distance between these two point sets was found, again using the
method by Horn [23]. The position of the imaging target relative to
the electromagnetic reference sensor was then found by applying the
resulting transformation to the optically measured position.

Evaluation

To evaluate the calibration method, we used the ultrasound scanner
SonixMDP (Analogic, Boston, MA, USA) and chose three ultrasound
probes that differed a lot with respect to both shape, size and image
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resolution. The probes are listed in Table C.1 and shown in Figure
C.6. One of them was equipped with an optical position sensor, and
the other two were equipped with electromagnetic position sensors.
Each probe was calibrated five times, producing altogether 15 different
calibrations. Since each calibration was based on 18 recordings of the
imaging target, a total of 270 recordings were made.

Table C.1: The probes used to evaluate the calibration method.

Probe Application Depth Frequency Tracking
(mm) (MHz)

C5-2 Abdomen 50–300 2–4 Optical
L13-7 Pituitary gland 20–90 6.6–10 Electromagnetic
LAP9-4 Laparoscopy 20–90 5–9 Electromagnetic

To provide a measure of the overall accuracy that was independent
of the calibration setup, a precisely engineered accuracy phantom was
also used. This phantom consisted of a water tank with two nylon
wires crossing each other at its centre. The tank was equipped with a
tracking reference, and the position pr of the wire cross relative to the
reference was measured using a mechanical stylus with an accuracy
of 0.01mm. The tank is shown in Figure C.7(a). The wire cross
was imaged four times for each calibration, resulting in 60 accuracy
recordings altogether.

Based on these calibrations and recordings, we calculated four dif-
ferent quality measures [4]: the leave-one-out cross-validation error
(LooCvE), the point reconstruction accuracy (PRAc), the calibration
reproducibility (CR) and the three-dimensional navigation accuracy
(3-D NAc).

As described previously, each calibration was based on 18 record-
ings of the imaging target from which the position of the imaging target
both in the image coordinate system and in the probe’s coordinate sys-
tem was found. To determine the LooCvE, we left out the jth record-
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure C.6: The probes used to evaluate the calibration method: (a) C5-
2 equipped with an optical position sensor, and (b) L13-7 and (c) LAP9-4
equipped with small, electromagnetic position sensors.

ing and calculated a new calibration M¬js←i based on the remaining 17.

The resulting calibration was applied to the image coordinates p
kj
i of

the sphere extracted from the chosen recording, transforming them to
the probe’s coordinate system. A partial error was then calculated as
the euclidean distance between these transformed coordinates and the
coordinates p

kj
s of the sphere measured by the tracking system. This

process was repeated for all 18 recordings, and the LooCvE was cal-
culated as the average taken over the resulting 18 partial errors, i.e.
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(a) (b)

Figure C.7: (a) The accuracy phantom used to measure the three-dimensional
navigation accuracy (3D-NAc), and (b) a three-dimensional visualization of
the mechanically measured wire cross (in green) and the ultrasound volume
for one of the 60 accuracy recordings.

as

ΔLooCv
s =

1

18

18∑
j=1

‖M¬js←i · pkji − p
kj
s ‖.

The PRAc is similar to the LooCvE. The difference is that rather
than using the same recordings for evaluation that are used to calcu-
late the calibration, we use a separate set of recordings; since we had
produced altogether five calibrations for each probe, we used the 72
recordings originally used to produce the other four calibrations. The
given calibration was applied to the image coordinates of the sphere
extracted from each of these 72 recordings, and again the partial error
was calculated as the euclidean distance between these transformed
coordinates and the sphere coordinates measured by the tracking sys-
tem. The PRAc for the mth calibration was then found as the average
of these 72 partial errors, i.e. as

ΔPRac
s =

1

72

∑
n �=m

18∑
j=1

‖Mm
s←i · pn,kji − p

n,kj
s ‖,

where Mm
s←i is the mth calibration matrix and the coordinates p

n,kj
s

and p
n,kj
i are extracted from the jth recording of the nth calibration.
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The CR is a measure of the precision of the calibration method.
Each of the five calibrations were applied to a virtual image point
pvirtuali , which in this case was chosen to be the lower right corner
of the recorded images in accordance with Lindseth et al. [4]. This
resulted in five points in the probe’s coordinate system. The CR for
the mth calibration was then calculated as the mean of the euclidean
distances from the point transformed by this calibration to the points
transformed by the other four calibrations, i.e. as

ΔCR
s =

1

4

∑
n �=m

‖Mm
s←i · pvirtuali −Mn

s←i · pvirtuali ‖.

The last quality measure, the 3-D NAc, is based on the ultrasound
recordings of the accuracy phantom, and it is thus the only one that is
independent of the calibration setup. For each recording, the naviga-
tion system created a three-dimensional ultrasound volume based on
the given probe calibration, the recorded images and the correspond-
ing tracking data. This was done using the reconstruction algorithm
Pixel Nearest Neighbour [24]. The two wires were then segmented from
the ultrasound volume using a fast, automatic method for centre line
extraction [25]. Finally, these centre lines were registered to a model
of the wire cross that was based on the mechanical measurements of
the wires. This was done using the Iterative Closest Point algorithm
[26]. The translational part tr of the resulting registration was used
as a measure of the distance between the wire cross in the ultrasound
volume and the mechanically measured wire cross. The 3-D NAc was
then found as the mean of this distance taken over all four volumes,
i.e. as

Δ3-D NAc
s =

1

4

4∑
l=1

‖tlr‖,

where tlr is the translational part of the registration matrix based on
the lth recorded ultrasound volume. Figure C.7(b) shows both the
mechanically measured wire cross and the ultrasound volume for one
of the 60 accuracy recordings.
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The 3-D NAc is in fact a measure of the overall accuracy of the nav-
igation system when navigating on a reconstructed three-dimensional
ultrasound volume. Thus, it includes multiple error sources in addi-
tion to the probe calibration, such as sensor attachment repeatability,
position sensor tracking, synchronisation between position data and
images and reconstruction algorithm [27]. This should therefore be
regarded as an upper bound on the accuracy of the probe calibration.

C.3 Results

A total of 15 different calibrations were performed. Each calibration
took approximately 60 minutes, out of which setting up the equipment,
acquiring data and processing data took around 20 minutes each. The
time spent on setting up the equipment is of course reduced when
multiple calibrations are performed at the same time.

The quality measures for the three different probes that were cali-
brated are shown in Table C.2. Both accuracy and precision are good
with PRAc below 1.07mm and CR below 0.89mm for all 15 calibra-
tions. These results are further supported by the 3-D NAc, which
shows that the overall accuracy of the system is below 1.45mm for
all probes and calibrations, and as low as 1.09mm for the C5-2 probe
with optical tracking.

C.4 Discussion

The motivation for this work was the need for a calibration method
which could be applied to any kind of ultrasound probe, regardless of
shape, field of view, resolution, contrast or noise level, without any
need for adaptation. This is an important requirement in a research
setting where new and specialized probes are tested on a regular basis.
As described in the introduction, a multitude of calibration methods
and phantoms have already been presented, but after having tried a
number of them during the last 15 years, we still had not found one
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Table C.2: Leave-one-out cross-validation error (LooCvE), point recon-
struction accuracy (PRAc), calibration reproducibility (CR) and three-
dimensional navigation accuracy (3-D NAc) for three different probes. Each
probe was calibrated five times, and the table shows the mean, the standard
deviation (SD), the minimum value and the maximum value among these five
calibrations. All numbers are given in mm.

Probe LooCvE PRAc CR 3-D NAc

C5-2 Mean 0.73 0.78 0.36 0.95
(optical) SD 0.07 0.04 0.07 0.13

Minimum 0.65 0.73 0.31 0.74
Maximum 0.80 0.82 0.49 1.09

L13-7 Mean 0.46 0.96 0.61 0.98
(electromagnetic) SD 0.06 0.10 0.17 0.28

Minimum 0.38 0.87 0.49 0.80
Maximum 0.52 1.07 0.89 1.45

LAP9-4 Mean 0.61 0.76 0.38 1.13
(electromagnetic) SD 0.03 0.05 0.12 0.18

Minimum 0.58 0.72 0.31 0.89
Maximum 0.67 0.84 0.60 1.35

that fulfilled this requirement. The method presented here is therefore
not very novel, but it is a practical solution adapted to our needs.

We chose a point-based method mainly due to its simplicity: a
point target is easy to get at with the ultrasound probe regardless
of its size and shape, and since it is spherically symmetric it can be
imaged from any angle. This means that the angle of the ultrasound
image plane does not have to be aligned with the calibration arm,
which greatly simplifies the setup. We found that the imaging target
should be relatively large compared to the resolution of the scanner.
While small bead-like targets tend to be smeared out in the ultrasound
images, the larger plastic spheres appear as a well-defined, semicircu-
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lar shape which is easily segmented from the images. The accuracy of
the manual segmentation that we propose is hard to determine, as the
ground truth is not known. However, the semicircular shape is usually
only between one and two millimetres thick, and in these cases the seg-
mentation can probably be assumed to have submillimetre accuracy.

The use of a robot for moving the imaging target has both advan-
tages and disadvantages. It facilitates automation of the calibration
process, and it performs the movements very accurately and repeat-
ably. Slow, steady motions of the target produces better image quality,
which again makes the subsequent segmentation easier and more ac-
curate. The main advantage, however, is that it solves the problem
of aligning the centre of the target with the ultrasound plane, which
is one of the major problems of point-based methods [11]. Since the
motion of the imaging target is performed at a constant speed and fol-
lows a linear trajectory, the acquired ultrasound images are completely
symmetric around the centre of the target. It is therefore straight for-
ward to identify the image corresponding to this centre. Moreover,
due to the low speed of the motion, the error made by missing the
centre with a few frames is negligible.

One problem when operating with a research system in combina-
tion with a large number of different ultrasound scanners, is the time
lag between images collected from the scanner and position data col-
lected from the tracking system. If the lag is constant, which it often
is, this can be measured and compensated for. However, depending
on the hardware being used, the lag may vary, making accurate com-
pensation difficult. The calibration method presented here goes a long
way towards eliminating this problem during calibration. This is be-
cause for each position where the imaging target was passed through
the ultrasound image plane, it was moved both back and forth with a
constant speed along the same linear trajectory. Assuming the time lag
of the system remained constant during this movement, which lasted
only 40 s, the position errors introduced by the lag would be exactly
opposite for the two movements and thus cancel each other out.

It is challenging to measure the exact accuracy of a probe calibra-
tion. The LooCvE and the PRAc are both based on data from the same
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phantom and setup that is used for the calibration itself. They can
therefore provide information about the consistency of the collected
data, but systematic errors, e.g. caused by inaccurate characterization
of the calibration phantom (in our case this is the calibration arm),
will not be detected. The 3-D NAc, on the other hand, is measured
using a separate phantom, and it will therefore also reveal systematic
errors in the calibration method. However, as previously mentioned,
this is a measure of the overall accuracy of the navigation system,
which includes several other error sources. A high 3D-NAc (i.e. high
value, not high accuracy) does therefore not necessarily mean that the
calibration accuracy is poor, but a low 3D-NAc (i.e. low number, not
low accuracy) means that the the calibration accuracy is good.

We achieved a 3-D NAc below 1.45mm for all probes, which is
sufficient for most clinical uses. This also means that the calibration
accuracy is sufficient. The results for PRAc were similar to those
presented by Lindseth et al. [4] (see their Table 6), and slightly better
than those presented by Hsu et al. [2] (see their Table 1). Lindseth
et al. reported considerably higher maximum values, but this may be
due to the fact that their results were based on 15 calibrations for each
probe, which is three times as many as ours. The CR numbers were
similar for all three studies. It is, however, important to note that
the variation between different probes and different tracking systems
often is larger than the variation between different calibration methods
when it comes to accuracy. While both of the cited studies used fairly
standard probes and optical tracking systems, two of the probes used in
this study (the L13-7 and the LAP9-4) had a shape which would make
them difficult to calibrate with most other calibration methods. For
these probes we also used an electromagnetic tracking system which
is much more vulnerable to disturbances from the surroundings than
the optical systems. The fact that we achieve comparable results also
with these probes is a testimony to its high performance.

The main disadvantage of this method is that the robot is both
expensive and space-demanding. However, industrial robots are be-
coming both smaller, cheaper and more easily programmable, with
prices starting around e 15,000, or about half of that of a traditional
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industrial robot. This may still be somewhat expensive if probe cal-
ibration is the only task that is to be performed, but a robotic arm
like the UR5 is a very flexible tool which can be used to automize a
wide range of laboratory tasks. Together, it may justify the invest-
ment. One should also note that the robot may be replaced by any
mechanical device capable of providing a slow, linear movement at a
relatively constant speed. This would, however, reduce the flexibility
of the method and also the potential of automation.

Another disadvantage is that both data acquisition and data pro-
cessing is relatively time consuming compared to other methods. How-
ever, we found that our method provides a reasonable compromise
between time, flexibility and reliability. It also has a great potential
for further automation. By integrating the robot with the navigation
system, a simple program could perform the entire data acquisition
process without any manual interaction. The data processing, on the
other hand, is harder to automate as different probes can produce
very different images of the same object. In our case, the image of
the plastic sphere can vary from a thin line with a clear, semicircular
shape, to a fuzzy dot which is somewhat flatter on one side than on
the other. Still, tools could be made to aid the segmentation of the
sphere from the images, e.g. by automatic symmetry detection, and
this could further speed up the process.

C.5 Conclusion

The proposed probe calibration method can be used to calibrate a
wide range of different probes without any adaptation and with high
accuracy and repeatability. It is thus especially suitable in a research
setting where new and specialized probes are tested on a regular ba-
sis. Though the method involves some manual steps today, it has the
potential to be made fully automatic.
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Abstract

One of the main limitations of today’s navigation systems for spine
surgery is that they often are not available until after the bone sur-
face has been exposed. Also, they lack the capability of soft tissue
imaging, both preoperatively and intraoperatively. The use of ultra-
sound has been proposed to overcome these limitations. By register-
ing preoperative magnetic resonance (MR) images to intraoperative
percutaneous ultrasound images, navigation can start even before in-
cision. We therefore present a method for registration of MR images
to ultrasound images of the spine. The method is feature-based and
consists of two steps: segmentation of the bone surfaces from both
the ultrasound images and the MR images, followed by rigid registra-
tion using a modified version of the Iterative Closest Point algorithm.
The method was tested on data from a healthy volunteer, and the
data set was successfully segmented and registered with an accuracy
of 3.67± 0.38mm.

D.1 Introduction

In spinal surgery today, many procedures are performed with no or
only minimal image guidance. Preoperative computed tomography
(CT) or magnetic resonance (MR) images are used for diagnosis and
planning, but during surgery, two-dimensional C-arm fluoroscopy is
widely used both for initial detection of the correct spinal level and
for intra-operative imaging. Navigation systems exist, but mainly for
placement of pedicle screws. These usually first come to use when
the bone surface has been exposed. Using a simple landmark or sur-
face registration method the preoperative CT image is then aligned
with the patient and can be used for planning and guidance of the
screws. A number of groups have evaluated the use of navigation for
this purpose, and a review of the topic was presented by Tjardes et
al. [1]. They conclude that the benefits of image-guidance in terms
of accurate placement of the screws and reduced exposure to ionizing
radiation have been proven, in particular for the cervical and lum-
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bar procedures. In other areas of spine surgery, navigation and image
guidance are still on the experimental stage.

One of the main limitations of today’s navigation systems for spine
surgery is that they often are not available until after the bone sur-
face has been exposed. The use of ultrasound has been proposed to
overcome this limitation. By registering preoperative images to intra-
operative percutaneous ultrasound images, navigation can start before
incision and therefore be used for both level detection and planning
at an early stage of the procedure. Thus, the use of X-ray fluoroscopy
can possibly be reduced.

In order to make a navigation system based on intraoperative ul-
trasound clinically useful, the greatest challenge is to achieve accurate
and robust registration between the preoperative images and the ultra-
sound images with minimal user interaction. Registration of CT im-
ages of the spine to corresponding ultrasound images has been investi-
gated by several groups, and two main approaches have been explored:
feature-based registration and intensity-based registration. In the first
case, corresponding features are extracted from the two datasets to
be registered prior to registration. In the case of spine surgery, the
feature of choice is the bone surface as this is the only feature that can
be reliably detected in the ultrasound images. Segmentation of the
bone surface from ultrasound images of the spine is still a challenging
topic due to noise, artifacts and difficulties in imaging surfaces par-
allel to the ultrasound beam. A few methods have been described in
the literature, ranging from simple ray tracing techniques [2] to more
advanced methods based on probability measures [3–5] or phase sym-
metry [6]. Following surface extraction, the segmented bone surfaces
are registered using the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm [7] or
the unscented Kalman filter [5].

In intensity-based registration, a similarity metric based on the
image intensities is optimized to find the spatial transformation that
best maps one image onto the other. [2, 8–10] As MR/CT and ultra-
sound images present very different intensity and noise characteristics,
a common approach is to create simulated ultrasound images from
the pre-operative data and register the simulated image to the real
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ultrasound image. In these simulations, the direction of sound wave
propagation, transmission, reflection and noise can be modelled in or-
der to obtain images that can be reliably registered to real ultrasound
images based on image intensities.

While these studies show a lot of promise, they focus almost exclu-
sively on the registration of preoperative CT images. However, many
spinal procedures, such as the treatment of disc herniations and in-
traspinal tumours, rely on the soft-tissue imaging capabilities of MR.
Thus, by combining ultrasound imaging with preoperative MR, nav-
igation could be extended to a variety of spinal procedures that do
not benefit from image guidance today. In these procedures, the ultra-
sound could also be used for intraoperative imaging, reducing the use
of fluoroscopy even further. As a first step towards this end, we present
a method for registration of preoperative MR images to percutaneous
ultrasound images of the spine, including a preliminary assessment of
its performance.

D.2 Methods and experiments

Our registration method is feature-based and consists of two steps:
First, the bone surfaces are segmented from both the ultrasound im-
ages and the MR images, and then the two surfaces are registered
using a modified version of the ICP algorithm.

Ultrasound acquisition and segmentation

The ultrasound images were acquired using a Vivid E9 scanner with
an 11MHz linear probe (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK). Some
groups have used lower frequencies, which enable good imaging of
deeper structures such as the transverse processes of the spine. [2,
5, 6, 8, 10] However, this makes imaging of superficial structures,
such as the spinous processes and the sacrum, challenging. As these
structures represent important features for the registration algorithm,
we found that a relatively high frequency gave a better compromise
between depth penetration and resolution. The ultrasound probe
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was tracked with the Polaris optical tracking system (NDI, Water-
loo, ON, Canada), and both images and corresponding tracking data
were recorded using the navigation system CustusX [11] with a digi-
tal interface to both the ultrasound scanner and the tracking system.
The two-dimensional ultrasound images were also reconstructed to a
three-dimensional volume using the Pixel Nearest Neighbor (PNN) re-
construction algorithm. [12]

While the reconstructed, three-dimensional ultrasound volume is
useful for navigation, the reconstruction process tends to introduce a
certain blurring. The volume usually also has a lower resolution than
the original, two-dimensional ultrasound images. We therefore used
the latter as input to our segmentation method. In order to extract
the bone surfaces from these images, we used a combination of the
bone probability maps introduced by Jain et al. [3] and Foroughi et
al. [4], and the backward scan line tracing presented by Yan et al.
[2]. In ultrasound images, reflections from bone surfaces are seen as
bright ridges perpendicular to the ultrasound beam. To calculate the
probability of each pixel ai,j of the image A being part of such a ridge,
the image was smoothed with a Gaussian filter, before calculating the
Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG), i.e.

AG = {ai,jG } = A ∗G and ALoG = {ai,jLoG} = AG ∗ L , (D.1)

where G and L are the convolution kernels of the Gaussian filter and
the LoG filter respectively. This is a common operation in blob detec-
tion and usually produces a strong positive response for dark blobs and
a strong negative response for bright blobs. To enhance the bright re-
flections, the positive values were therefore set to zero before taking the
absolute value of the rest. The result was then added to the smoothed
version of the original image to produce an initial bone probability
map P1 = {pi,j1 }, i.e.

pi,j1 = ai,jG + |max{ai,jLoG, 0}| . (D.2)

The other feature to be considered was the intensity profile in the
propagation direction of the ultrasound. For a bone surface, this is
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typically characterized by a sudden, sharp peak followed by a dark
shadow. To calculate the probability of a given pixel representing the
maximum of such a profile, each scan line was considered separately.
Assuming pm1 is the mth pixel of the initial bone probability map P1

along a given scan line, the secondary bone probability of this pixel
was found as

pm2 = pm1 − pm−δ1 + pm+δ
1

2
− ω

λ

λ∑
n=1

pm+δ+n
1 , (D.3)

where 2δ is the width of a typical intensity peak and λ is the length
of a typical bone shadow, both given in pixels. In our case, these
were set to δ = 24 and λ = 322, which corresponds to 1.5mm and
20mm respectively. ω is a weight that can be adjusted according to
the overall noise level of the bone shadows in the image, and in our
case this was set to 10.

The first term in (D.3) is simply the intensity of the mth pixel. At
a bone reflection, this will be high and lead to a high bone probability.
The second term combines the intensities at the distance δ behind and
in front of the mth pixel. At a sharp peak of width 2δ, both of these
will be low and have little impact on the bone probability. On the
other hand, if there is no such peak, at least one of these will be high
and lead to a reduced bone probability. The last term is the average
intensity of the pixels in the shadow region behind the peak. If there
is a lot of signal in this area, this term will be high and thus reducing
the bone probability

Finally, we applied a variant of the backward scan line tracing
to the resulting probability map: For each scan line, starting at the
bottom of the image, the first local maximum above a certain threshold
was deemed part of a bone surface. This was repeated for all the
recorded images, and based on the corresponding tracking data, all
points were transformed into the three-dimensional reference space
of the tracking system. A typical example of both the probability
maps and the final segmentation of an image is shown in Figure D.1.
The method was implemented in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA,
USA).
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Figure D.1: An ultrasound image of a vertebra with the segmentation overlaid
in red (left), the initial bone probability map (centre) and the final bone
probability map after applying the threshold (right).

MR acquisition and segmentation

The MR images were acquired using an Achieva 3.0T scanner (Philips
Healthcare, Amsterdam, Netherlands). In order to facilitate both the
segmentation of the spine and the subsequent navigation, we cus-
tomized a full, three-dimensional MR protocol which enhanced the
contrast between the bone and the surrounding soft tissue. This had
a field of view of 80 × 560 × 560 voxels and a voxel size of 1 × 0.48 ×
0.48mm3. The lumbar vertebrae were segmented using a semiauto-
matic method based on active contours implemented in the segmen-
tation software ITK-SNAP. [13] However, in the area of the sacrum,
the contrast between the bone and the surrounding soft tissue was
lower, and here active contours driven by robust statistics resulted in
more accurate segmentations. For this part, we therefore employed
the Robust Statistics Segmentation (RSS) module [14] included in the
medical imaging analysis and visualization software 3D Slicer [15].

The use of active contours for segmentation may lead to overseg-
mentation of certain anatomical structures, known as leaks. In MR
images, such leaks are especially prominent in areas with motion arti-
facts caused by the patient not lying completely still during the image
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Figure D.2: The segmented ultrasound (blue) and MR (red) surfaces (left)
and the same surfaces after reducing the MR surface with ray tracing (right).

acquisition. This is often a problem, especially for patients in need of
spine surgery. To compensate for this, minor corrections of the seg-
mentation results were performed manually for both the lumbar area
and the sacrum.

The surface segmented from the MR volume represented the entire
lumbar spine, and consisted therefore of a large number of points.
However, only the surfaces facing the ultrasound probe were visible
in the ultrasound images. Thus, a significant portion of the surface
points in the segmented MR were irrelevant to the registration, as there
were no corresponding points in the ultrasound images. To reduce the
amount of data, and thus the work load of the registration algorithm,
we therefore used a simple ray tracing method (posterior to anterior)
to extract those points that were facing the ultrasound probe. An
example of the resulting reduced surface can be seen in Figure D.2.

Registration

Following segmentation, the segmented surfaces from ultrasound and
MR were imported into the navigation system for registration. Like
all automatic registration methods, the ICP algorithm requires an ini-
tialization or a reasonable starting point in order to converge to the
correct solution. This was provided by assuming that the two vol-
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umes covered approximately the same volume, that the first recorded
ultrasound image was positioned at the sacrum and that the probe tra-
jectory was from the sacrum upwards. The two image volumes were
then aligned by first rotating the MR volume in order to align the x,
y and z axes in the two volumes, and then translating the MR volume
in order to align the points corresponding to the voxels (nx/2, 0, 0)
in both volumes, where nx is the number of voxels in the x-direction
(patient left-to-right).

After this initial alignment, we used the ICP algorithm to rigidly
register the reduced MR surface to the ultrasound surface. In order to
reduce the influence of possible outliers on the registration result, the
algorithm was modified by incorporating the Least Trimmed Squares
(LTS) robust estimator as described by Reinertsen et al. [16].

Experiments

In order to evaluate our method, we acquired both ultrasound and MR
images of the spine of a healthy volunteer. The only structures that
were clearly discernible in both of these images were the top points of
the spinous processes of three lowest vertebrae (L3, L4 and L5). These
were therefore selected as control points and manually identified in
both the original ultrasound volume and the MR volume. The surfaces
were then registered to each other using the method described above,
and the distances between the landmarks both after initial alignment
and after final registration were computed.

D.3 Results

Through careful optimization of the acquisition protocols, both MR
and ultrasound images of high quality were achieved. The data sets
were successfully segmented and registered using the methods de-
scribed above. Figure D.3 shows the extracted surfaces both after
the initial alignment and after rigid registration. The match can also
be seen in Figure D.4, which shows transverse and sagittal views of
corresponding ultrasound and MR volumes after registration. Finally,
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Figure D.3: The ultrasound (blue) and MR (red) surfaces after the initial
alignment (left) and after the final registration (right).

Figure D.4: A transverse slice (left) and a sagittal slice (right) from the ultra-
sound volume overlaid on top of the corresponding slices from the registered
MR volume. The ultrasound data is shown in red and yellow and the MR
data is shown in grey tones.

the distances between the control points before and after registration
are given in Table D.1.

D.4 Discussion

We have demonstrated that registration between MR and ultrasound
images is feasible. The accuracy of 3.67±0.38mm is clinically relevant
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Table D.1: Distance between the control points in mm.

L3 L4 L5 Mean±STD

After initial alignment 23.29 21.27 22.40 22.32±1.01
After final registration 3.86 3.93 3.23 3.67±0.38

as it is sufficient to ensure that we are on the correct level. It is also
comparable to that of many of the studies mentioned in the introduc-
tion. Still, this is a work in progress, and the results shown here are
only preliminary.

It has been pointed out that intensity-based registration has an
advantage over feature-based methods in that it makes use of all the
information in the image, rather than just that of the bone surfaces.
[10] In the case of spine imaging, however, other structures that are
visible in the ultrasound images, such as muscle fibres and fat layers,
are not imaged very well by neither CT nor MR. Their contribution
to the registration procedure is therefore questionable.

The ultrasound images that we have acquired vary considerably in
appearance from subject to subject. At the moment, this means that
the parameters of the segmentation method, such as the width δ of
the reflections, the length λ of the shadows and the weight ω must
be manually adjusted to the particular data set. In the future, these
adjustment should be done automatically, e.g. based on overall image
statistics.

The MR segmentation methods that we presented here are only
semiautomatic and quite time consuming. However, the result of this
was a complete segmentation of the lumbar spine, and as we have
already pointed out, only a small part of this information was actually
relevant to the registration. We are therefore investigating methods
to segment only the part of the anatomy that is most critical to the
registration, i.e. the sacrum and the spinous and transverse processes.
The results are promising, and it should be possible to perform this
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segmentation both quickly and with minimal user interaction.

The last component of the method is the registration. Here, we
have shown that a reasonable rigid registration can be achieved using
the ICP algorithm. However, the spine is flexible, and the change in
curvature from the MR scanner, where the patient is lying in a supine
position, to the operating room, where the patient is placed in a prone
position, can be large. A group-wise rigid registration method, like
the one proposed e.g. by Gill et al. [10] where only the space between
the vertebrae is deformed, would be more appropriate.

Finally, our method needs more extensive testing, both with re-
spect to robustness to anatomical variations and with respect to accu-
racy. The distance measure that we have used here, based on manual
identification of landmarks, gives a good indication of the registration
accuracy, but we should include a measure of inter- and intra-observer
variability. Such measures could therefore be complimented with other
assessment methods, such as phantom studies where the exact geome-
try is known and a reliable ground truth thus can be established. All
of the above are currently addressed in our research.

D.5 Conclusion

The presented method is capable of registering MR images to percu-
taneous ultrasound images of the spine. The registration accuracy is
clinically relevant, and with minor improvements the user interaction
can be reduced to a minimum. This method is thus an important step
towards the realisation of a system for MR- and ultrasound-guided
spine surgery.
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